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Snow Roads and Runways

GUNARS ABELE

INTRODUCTION 70,000 km of snow roads have been built annually to
meet the requirements of the forest industry (Putkisto

The advantages of a compacted snow trail for im- 1959). These are impressive distances, considering that
proved winter mobility were recognized by animals long the entire U.S. Federal Interstate Highway System totals
before man had the need to compact snow for either his less than 70,000 km, orthat a snow road system of 40.000
personal or his business endeavors. It has been fre- km would represent a distance equivalent to the circum-
quently observed that a herd of animals, during migra- ference of the earth.
tion over terrains covered with deep snow, travel in a The snow trail or road preparation methods in most
single line. Animal trails, produced by repeated traffic cases have been crude but effective. Compaction by the
by deer or other animals during winter, represent the traffic itself, the use of a variety of drags and rollers, and
most basic method for improving the trafficability of a in somecases spraying the compacted snow surface with
snow surface: compaction. The same procedure for water to increase its hardness have been the basic tech-
traveling over snow has been practiced by man, first on niques.
foot, then on snowshoes, later with dogs or horses and It had been observed that merely disturbing ormixing
sleds, and eventually with motorized vehicles, the original snow layer caused it to harden significantly

The utilization of compacted snow trails and roads within a few days. The use of agricultural and impro-
was advanced through a natural evolution process over vised harrows, tillers with flails, and open, ribbed or
hundreds of years, but not until almost the middle of this rack-type rollers was introduced for snow disaggrega-
century was any significant effort made to study and tion. This type of snow processing, followed by com-
underst nd the beha,'.-r nf snow. Durirg the last 40 paction with rollers and leveling with drags. resulted in
years, extensive field and laboratory studies have greatly snow trails or roads suitable for lumber hauling with
advanced the understanding of snow mechanics, specifi- either horse- or tractor-drawn sleds.
cally the effects of environmental conditions and snow Early developments in snow compaction equipment
characteristics on the behavior of snow under stress and in the U.S. during the 1920s and 1930s are illustrated by
the changes in snow properties with time. This knowl- patents issued for snow packers and levelers (LeValley
edge has enabled us to develop methods for maximum 1922 Sharp 193 1)andpublishedtechnicalpapers(Bryant
improvement of the load-bearing capacity of snow pave- 1923, Blomgren 1932).
ments. The importance of snow as an expedient pavement

Canada, the Scandinavian and Baltic countries and construction material increased during World War II,
the USSR have used a variety of snow trails and com- when military operations were extended into snow-
pacted snow roads for logging operations for many covered areas where the removal of snow was either
years. In Canada nearly 50,000 km of snow roads were impossible or impractical. Very few vehicles were suit-
prepared for logging operations each winter during the able for operations on undisturbed snow surfaces. For
1950s (Ager 1960). During recent years, many thou- expedient roads and runways in areas with a limited
sands of kilometers of snow roads have been constructed snow cover, it was frequently more convenient to corn-
annually to serve the Canadian oil and mineral explora- pact the snow than to remove it. In deep snow areas it was
tion activities (Adam 1978b). In Finland more than necessary to prepare a surface snow layer of sufficient



thickness and strength to support wheeled vehicles and However, density is an incomplete descriptor, pertain-
aircraft. Rotary soil tillers were introduced for depth ing primarily to the arrangement or packing of the
processing of the snow, followed by compaction with particles within the snow structure. Other quantitative
tractor traffic and rollers and !eveling with drags and descriptors, such as the uniformity coefficient, geomet-
graders. ric mean diameter and standard deviation, define the

The use of snow and ice as runway pavement materi- particle size distribution in the snow mass.
als were considered even in more grandiose schemes for The snow structure is subject to changes due to time,
military applications. In 1942 Prime Minister Churchill temperature, wind and solar radiation. Any mechanical
issued a directive to study the feasibility of constructing disturbance of the snow (disaggregation, compaction
large floating runways, made of a mixture of wood pulp etc.) causes radical changes in the snow structure. The
and frozen water (pykrete), to be used as unsinkable structural change that occurs naturally after the deposi-
aircraft carriers on the oceans (Perutz 1948). Although tion of snow and that can be greatly accelerated by
the "bergship," requiring almost 2 million tons of pykrete mechanical disturbance is an irreversible time- and tern-
and covering an area of 16 hectares (40 acres), was perature-dependent process called metamorphism, re-
eventually abandoned, the study did produce a consider- ferred to in the literature as sintering or age-hardening
able amount of data on the properties of ice and ice-pulp (Bader 1962. Mellor 1964, 1975, Ramseier and Keeler
mixtures. 1966).

The advenit of research activities in Greenland and Those characteristics that describe the mechanical
Antarctica created requirements for snow roads and properties of snow as a material or its behavior under
runways on polar icecaps. A compacted snow airstrip load and that depend on both the structural characteris-
was constructed at the Little America station on the Ross tics and environmental effects can be called the derived
Ice Shelf in 1947 (Moser 1962). Since then, extensive properties. These standard mechanical properties
studies on snow pavement construction techniques and (Young's modulus, unconfined compressive strength
design criteria have been conducted in Antarctica by the etc.) can only be estimated from the known structural
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) and characteristics (density etc.) and environmental condi-
CRREL, as well as by Australia and the USSR. tions (temperature and time).These properties have to be

In the 1950s and 1960s, snow processing and corn- determined with actual tests, or they can be related to,
paction tests, using a variety of conventional and spe- and therefore represented by, other measured strength
cialized equipment, were conducted on the Greenland indices. For practical engineering applications, various
ice cap and in northern Michigan by CRREL and the strength indices, somequite arbitrary. can beconveniently
Engineering Research and Development Laboratory obtained and are frequently satisfactory for describing
(ERDL). During this period, similar tests were also the suitability of snow as a load- or traffic-bearing
conducted in Canada, as well as in the USSR and medium.
northern European countries.

Before the 1960 Olympic Winter Games, a 12,000- Measurement techniques
car, compacted snow parking lot was constructed by The strength properties of snow can be determined by
NCEL at Squaw Valley, California (Moser 1962). various methods and test techniques, depending on the

Snow pavements capable of supporting wheeled air- required degree of reliability or the available resources
craft with gross weights in the 70- to 100-ton range have (Abele 1975).
been constructed and used in Greenland (Bender 1957) The most reliable method fordetermining the load- or
and in Antarctica (Coffin 1966, Moser and Sherwood traffic-supporting capacity of natural or processed snow
1966, Aver'yanov et al. 1975, 1985). is by simulating actual loading conditions. Wheel load

tests on snow runways require a vehicle that is capable
of duplicating various aircraft wheel loads. This in-

SNOW CHARACTERISTICS volves a specially constructed rig of considermble weight
with a hydraulically operated test wheel to allow a

Strength properties convenient method for varying the wheel load. Only in
A schematic outline of the following discussion is situations where snow runway use is extensive and

shown in Figure 1. The particle or grain size and shape, heavy aircraft are involved could the use of such a
the arrangement or packing, and the bonding between vehicle beconsidered feasible oreconomicallyjustified.
the particles are the predominant basic characteristics On snow roads or temporary runways to be used for
that describe the structure of a snow mass. lighter aircraft where the expected wheel loads are

Density is the most common quantitative descriptor considerably lower, standard wheeled vehicles can be
of snow structure and, to some degree, its strength. used for test purposes to evaluate the suitability of the

2



Basic Characteristics Environmental Derived Measured Strength
or Properties Effects Properties Indices

Grain Size Unconfined Compressive Strength
SE, Young's Modulus Shear Strength

Shap E, oungs MoulusRammsonde Hardness
Shap. atT a, Crushing Strength WEsone Indes

c, Cohesion --- WES Cone Index
", Angle of Internal Friction Pressure-sinkage Indices

F Temperature, T 0, Poisson's Ratio Plate Bearing Strength

F California Bearing Ratio (CBR)

Figure 1. Schematic outline of the various snow strength characteristics.

pavement to support traffic. Moving wheel load tests least time consuming; in addition they provide a vertical
also permit the detection of weak areas in the pavement hardness profile of a snow layeror a snow pavement. The
that may be missed by any of the other types of tests, hardness values, however, have no real physical mean-
which for practical reasons have to be conducted at ing; they are simply indices of the "relative hardness" of
intervals of considerable distance, snow and have to be correlated empirically with more

Ordinarily, however, methods other than full-scale meaningful or familiar strength properties or actual
simulations are satisfactory for obtaining reliable infor- bearing capacity.
mation required for determining the strength character- Not surprisingly the degree of ease with which a test
istics of snow. can be performed is related inversely to the degree of

Virtually all of the more practical measurement tech- reality with which a load application to snow is simu-
niques can be classified into three types, based on their lated (Fig. 2). A plate bearing test, which simulates a load
method of operation (Abele 1975): application more closely than any of the other tests

" Surface load, where a vertical load is applied to the (except an actual wheel load test in the case of a road or
snow surface; a runway), is the most time consuming one to perform.

" Sample strength. where a core sample is removed A test in which a relatively thin probe is penetrated into
from the snow and subjected to a strength test; and the snow layer or pavement is the easiest to perform but

" Probe, where a probe is penetrated into or through the least representative of a load application.
the snow. The various snow strength tests which have been used

The three types of measurement techniques can be orcouldbe used toevaluatebearingcapacity of snow are
considered, by their nature, more simply as bearing tests, discussed individually below.
strength tests and hardness tests, although the material Plate bearing tests are usually conducted by applying
characteristics determined with each method are strongly a constant load to a plate and measuring the settlement
interrelated, with time, ora constant rate of either penetration or stress

Tests that simulate load application to the snow increase can be used. These tests have been used for
surface (bearing tests) usually produce the most reliable studying the mechanical properties and behavior of
bearing capacity indices; plate bearing and California snow as a material, specifically the creep characteristics
Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests are in this category. However, (viscous flow) of snow under sustained loading, the
these tests are time consuming and cannot always be characteristics of deformation and stress distribution
performed conveniently in the field because of the heavy under a uniform load (pressure bulb configuration), and
equipment required. the nature and mechanism of snow failure (Wuori 1957,

Conventional strength tests (unconfined, shear etc.) 1962, Abele 1967, Russell-Head and Budd 1989). For
provide meaningful data that can be translated into simulation of heavy aircraft wheel loads, plate bearing
bearing capacity, and these tests can be performed in the tests require corresponding reaction load capability: D-
field with portable equipment. But sample (core) prepa- 8 tractors or equipment of comparable size have been
ration does require some time and care, and in the case used in field tests (Fig. 3). Even when this equipment is
of snow roads and runways, sample removal leaves available for these types of tests, its use for evaluating
holes in the pavement. snow pavement strength properties may not be desirable

Tests conducted with various probes or cone pen- because of the potential damage it could inflicted to the
etrometers provide indices of the resistance to penetra- pavement.
tion (hardness). These tests are the most convenient and

3
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Degree of Ease of Conducting aTest

Figure 2. Relative degree of reality in simulating load apiplication vs the relative ease
of a test method.

Figure 3. Plate bearing test.

TheCBRtest.standardforsoils, isaconstant-rate-of- accepted use in determining the bearing capacity of
penetration test using a 19.35-cm 2 (3-in. 2) circular pis- soils. CBR values provide a familiar and meaningful
ton (Fig. 4). The CBR value is obtained by taking 10% indication of pavement strength to a civil engineer.
of the unit load required to cause a penetration of 0.25 cm However. because of the relatively small loading area.
using a penetration rate of0.13 cm min 1 .The CBR test the CBR test is not suitable for soft snow.
requires the same type of heavy equipment or reaction The uncoifined compressive strength test cani be
frame as the plate bearing test, and it does not permit conducted in a coldroom (Fig. 5) or in the field with
convenient or quick evaluation of pavement bearing manually operated portable equipment (Abele 1963).
strength (Wuori 1963a). But because of itsextensive and Preparation of test samples, usually obtained with a 7.6-

4



Figure 4. California Bearing Ratio
(CBR) test.

Figure 5. Unconfined compressive4
strength test.
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Figure 6. Snow core auger.

20
LOAD (Hydraulic plunger

mounted on a soil
compression test frame)

UPPER HEADN N

N N

- "J 2 CM

SNOW SAMPLE:;: CONFINING
COREi , CYLINDER 10

3 dio. X 3" longi 3Io

LOWER HEAD

&

To StripLOAD CELL Recorder

4 CM

Figure 7. Cross section of NCEL shear test apparatus. Figure 8. Rammsonde per-
etrometer cone.
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cm coring auger (Fig. 6), can be time consuming, since and 0 (angle of internal friction) values. It is one of the
some care is required to ensure that the sample ends are most inconvenient and time-consuming tests when per-
smooth and perpendicular to the core axis. The data formed in the field.
provide meaningful crushing strength values of the ma- Ram hardness of snow is determined with the
terial in familiar engineering terms. Rammsonde cone penetrometer(Abele 1963, Uedaet al.

The confined shear strength test was developed by 1975). The hardness value indicates the resistance of-
the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) for use fered by a snow layer to the vertical penetration caused
on snow pavements that are too hard for manually by ramming a metal cone of given dimensions with a
operated penetrometers (Moser and Stehle 1964). The drop hammer of known weight from a given height (Fig.
test is less time consuming than the unconfined compres- 8, 9). Hardness readings can be taken at any desired
sive strength test, since care in sample preparation for depth increment. This test has been the most widely used
this test is less critical. The test, which measures the method for evaluating the strength properties of snow
strength of a snow core when sheared vertically through runways (Wuori 1960, 1962a, 1963a, Abele et al. 1966,
the center of the core (Fig. 7), has been used extensively Abele 1968, Lee et al. 1988, Russell-Head and Budd
in Antarctica for evaluating the wheel load supporting 1989). The test is relatively simple and less time con-
capacity of snow roads and runways (Moser and suming than most of the other tests; therefore, it permits
Sherwood 1966, 1967b). the collection of a greater amount of data and better

The triaxial compression test, which simulates sur- coverage of a snow runway or road pavement.
face load application better than the unconfined or shear Since the standard 600 cone is not suitable in ex-
strength tests, has been used in soil mechanics and, to tremely hard snow pavements, 300 cones have been used,
some degree, in snow mechanics to obtain c (cohesion) most recently in Antarctica (Lee et al. 1988). The proce-

-HANDLE

DIAL GAGE

. PROVING RING

' 1 - -

-1I' STAFF

,I113EXTENSION
ROD

301 CONE

Figure 9. Ramrnsonde penetrometer in use. Figure 10. WES cone penetrometer.
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Figure I]. Clegg impact device.

dure for computing the ram hardness values and the ized drop hammer upon impact with a soil (or snow)
correlation between the 600 and 300 cone hardness val- surface (Fig. 11). The Clegg impact value (CIV) has
ues are shown in Appendix A. been correlated with the CBR for soils (Clegg 1983).

The WES Cone, developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Since the Clegg impact test is more convenient than the
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station, has been used CBR test for evaluating the surface strength of a snow
forassessing the trafficabilitycharacteristics of soft soil pavement, the device has recently been used on snow
and natural snow covers (Fig. 10). Since this is a hand- roads and runways in Antarctica (Lee et al. 1988).
pushed device, it usually cannot penetrate into most Most other penetrometers, probes, shear vanes and
processed and compacted snow pavements, the bevameter, used for estimating snow properties

The hydraulic probe was developed by NCEL for related to vehicle mobility, are not suitable for use on
rapid determination of snow pavement hardness (Moser hard snow pavements (Abele 1975). The various manual
and Stehle 1964). The device, a 2.2-cm-diameter blunt- hardness gauges, suchastheProctorneedle (Ager 1959),
tipped rod, is penetrated rapidly into the snow pavement the Canadian hardness gauge (USACRREL 1962), the
with a ram operated from the hydraulic system of a small drop cone (Inaho 1955) and the hardness gauges used in
snow tractor. The resistance to penetration is recorded the Soviet Union in the 1940s (Kragelskii 1945a) (Fig.
mechanically on a data card, giving a vertical hardness 12). are suitable for measuring only the snow surface
profile. In principle, this type of test would be desirable hardness and do not necessarily provide any reliable
because it is quick and relatively simple. The great indicationofthestrengthortheload-bearingcapacityof
numberof tests that can be performed in a short time may the snow pavement as a whole.
outweigh its deficiencies (a vehicle is required and it Density is relatively easy to measure from snow core
does not simulate a wheel load application), once a samples (Fig. 13) and can be used as a rough index for
reliable relationship is established between the probe determining the degree of compaction and therefore the
data and the actual traffic bearing capacity. However, potential strength of a snow pavement. But unlike snow
this method was not pursued by the developer past the strength, the density ofcompacted snow does not change
initial (and apparently promising) experimental stage. with temperature and time; therefore, density alone

The Clegg impact device, developed to supplement cannot be used as a reliable index of snow strength
the CBR test, measures the deceleration of a standard- without considering temperature and time effects.

8
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For practical field use in determining the load-bear-
ing capacity of snow pavements, the Rammsonde cone
penetrometer has been the most commonly used instru-
ment. A sufficient number of ram hardness measure-
ments can be made during a few hours (a typical rate is
10 measurements per hour) to obtain a representative
sample of the snow hardness properties of a road or
runway section several hundred meters long. Ram hard-

ness data have been correlated with other snow strength
properties and actual wheel load supporting capacities of
snow pavements. Theserelationships will bediscussed later.

The unconfined compressive strength test has also
been used, but not as extensively as the ram hardness.

4: Only one or two strength profiles (using four to five test
samples per I -m pavement thickness) can be obtained
during one hour.

Grain size
The size of snow crystals varies greatly, depending on

the atmospheric conditions during precipitation, wind,
temperature during the subsequent metamorphism,
overburden pressure and age.

As in soil analysis, the grain size distribution of snow
is ordinarily plotted in terms of the cumulative percent
finer (by weight) vs the sieve opening size (on a log
scale), resulting in atypical S-shaped grading curve (Fig.
14). When the data are plotted on a log-probability

Figure 13. Obtaining a snow core. graph, the grain size distribution can usually be repre-
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Figure 14. Particle size distribution of snow (Abele 1967).

sented reasonably well by a straight line for almost the Effect of time and temperature
entire size range (Fig. 15). The strength of snow generally increases with an

After deposition, during the process of metamor- increase in density, with time, and with a decrease in
phism, gradual grain growth occurs, primarily as a result temperature.
of sublimation, and intergranular bonds form by subli- The effect of temperature is illustrated in Figure 18,
mation and diffusion. Therefore, older snow has coarser where the relative strength of ice (represented by the
grains than fresh snow. This process is illustrated in ratio of the strength at any temperature to the strength at
Figure 16. The thin-section photographs show snow -10°C) is plotted vs temperature (Mellor and Smith
samples with the same density (0.51 g cm- 3) obtained 1966). The rate of the strength increase is between 15 and
from the Greenland ice cap at three ages: approximately 20% per 10C drop in temperature, based on the strength
10, 14 and 20 years after deposition (Waterhouse 1962). at -10C.

The range of the grain size distribution of snow The effect of time on the increase of strength of
disaggregated with various snow millers or rotary plows disaggregated, compacted snow is shown in Figure 19.
is shown in Figure 17. The geometric mean diameter M The rate of the strength increase decreases with a de-
(grain size at 50% finer by weight) is in the 0.4- to 0.9- crease in temperature (Ramseier and Sander 1965). That
mm range, and the uniformity coefficient cu(represented is, the lower the temperature, the slower the rate of
by the slope of the line) is in the 2.0 to 2.3 range. These strength increase (age-hardening). However, the snow at
values represent the grain size characteristics of snow the lower temperature will ultimately reach a higher
within a few hours after disaggregation. The subsequent strength than that of the snow that has been age-hardened
grain growth and bond formation are greatly accelerated at the higher temperature. Forexample, a disaggregated,
by the disaggregation and the resulting densification. compacted snow with a density of approximately 0.5 g
The density achieved by snow milling and compaction cm - 3 that has been age-hardened at a constant tempera-
(0.5 g cm- 3 or more) is equivalent to that caused by tureof-]0°Creachesanunconfinedcompressive strength
overburden pressure and settlement in a perennial snow- of 10 kg cm - 2 in approximately 2-3 weeks. At a constant
pack, such as Greenland or Antarctica, after 10-20 temperature of-400 C, more than 3 months is required
years. for snow of the same density to reach the same strength.

10
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Figure 15. Log-probability plot of the particle size distribution of snow (Abele 1967).

The snow at-I 00C will continue to increase in strength ture during the early stages of the age-hardening process
slightly for a few more weeks, approaching its ultimate tends to increase the rate of strength increase but de-

strength for this temperature and density (less than 12 kg crease the potential ultimate strength of the snow pave-
cm- 2). At -400 C, snow of the same density will continue ment. A decrease in temperature shortly after the snow
to increase in strength at a slow and constantly decreas- pavement construction will have the opposite effect.

ing rate for another year or more before approaching its Changes in temperature during the later stages of the
ultimate strength for this temperature (between 16 and age-hardening process will influence primarily the
18 kg cm- 2). The curves in Figure 19 were obtained from strength of the snow pavement, having very little or no
laboratory tests where the temperature could be closely effect on the rate of any further strength increase. There-
controlled. In the field the age-hardening process of a fore, the relative effects of time and temperature on the

recently constructed snow pavement is subjected to strength of a processed snow pavement suggest very

natural temperature variations. An increase in tempera- clearly the most effective construction procedure.
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Figure 18. Effect of temperature on ice strength. (From Mellor and Smith 1966.)
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The effectofthe initial snow density, achievedduring The combined influence of temperature and initial den-
compaction, on the snow strength with time is shown in sity on the strength increase with time is illustrated in
Figure 20. For the same temperature and time condi- Figure 21.
tions, a higher initial density will result in a higher A number of studies have been conducted on the
strength. sintering or age-hardening process of snow to develop

The ideal conditions, which wouldtake the maximum the theory and the mathematical expressions for this
advantage of the time and temperature effects, are process (Butkovich 1962, Gow and Ramseier 1963,

" Relatively high temperature during the snow disag- Ramseier and Sander 1965, Ramseier 1966, Ramseier
gregation and compaction activities and during the and Keeler 1966). Forpractical field applications related
early stages of the age-hardening process (-5° to - to snow road and runway construction, the strength
lOT is ideal), which will result in a higher initial increase with time can usually be expressed as a function
density and the maximum rate ofage-hardening,and of the logarithm of time, at least for the first few weeks

" A decrease in temperature when the age-hardening of the hardening process:
process is nearing completion (or has, for all prac-
tical purposes, ended), which will result in a further a = n log t + b (1)
increase in strength.

Decreasing T

High T
High T/' 

.
/ I "Low T. .... i I LHigh y

/ gHigh T I"

Disaggregation Low y

Compaction T
Figure 21. Combined effect 

T Yrlempe"a"uLwFiue2.Cmie fetSnow /Z . ""T -Temperature

of time and temperature on y. Density
the age-hardening processesp P
of snow. Time

12 ' I I 1 I I I

- = 0.55 g -3 1 O_
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00

00)

CL

0 --

from solar
radiation)

2
Figure 22. Strength increase
with time at various snow - -49 0C
temperatures. (D ata from _ _ ......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Gow and Ramseier 1963, 0.1 1 10 100
Ramseier and Sander 1965). Age (days)
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where o = unconfined compressive strength Ramseierand Sander 1965). The effect of shielding from
n = rate of strength increase solar radiation is also illustrated. Samples shielded from
t = time (1 < t < 30 days) direct solar radiation gained strength at a lower rate than
b = intercept. those exposed to solar radiation at the same ambient

Typical examples of strength increases with time for temperature.
disaggregated, compacted snow with a density of 0.55 g Figure 23 shows a semi-log plot of the age-hardening
cm - 3 at temperatures of-10 °,-260 and-49°C are shown process in terms of the work required to disaggregate
in Figure 22 (data from Gow and Ramseier 1963, high-density snow vs time.

IOXI 6 °°

6

i5~ 8= 0 0c-

0,0
0,0

0 6 0 0 0
S

Age (days) (Data from Bender 1957.)

I I 11l111 I  I ' I 1l11' I I I 1111l

M-40-60

10

00

0.48 0.6 g c20OC

Each point is the mean of several tests.

0.1 1 10 100
t, Time (days)

Figure 24. Ram hardness vs time as a function of snow density.
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Rammsonde hardness vs time for snow in the 0.49- to Figure 26 shows the strength vs density relationship
0.60-g cm - 3 density range at relatively constant high for mechanically disaggregated (processed) and com-
temperature (-80 to -10C) is shown in Figure 24. The pacted snow after approximately two weeks of age-
data represent the mean hardness for the top 0- to 20-cm hardening at-I 01C. The unconfined compressive strength
thicknessofvarioussnowpavementsinGreenland(Wuori data do not represent the ultimate strength of the snow
1960, 1963a, Butkovich 1962), Antarctica (Abele 1968) for the density range shown, since the hardening process
and Michigan (Wuori 1959). The ramR vs time t data are has not been completed. The envelope represents the
plotted on a log-log graph, and the relationship can be range of unconfined compressive strength at -1 00C that
expressed by can be expected in a snow pavement a couple of weeks

after construction (Brunke 1959, Wuori 1960, 1963a,
R = btn. (2) Abele 1963).

The corresponding relationship between ram hard-
The slopes n of the R vs t lines are in the 0.34-0.40 ness and density for the same snow and the same tern-

range. That is, the ram hardness for this density and perature and time conditions is shown in Figure 27. As
temperature range increases at a rate somewhat higher in the previous figure, some increase in the ram hardness
than the cube root but less than the square root of time can be expected during the following two ormore weeks
(for t between I and 30 days). The intercept b at t = 1 is before the age-hardening process is completed.
primarily a function of the initial snow density achieved Unconfined compressive strength vs ram hardness
during compaction. data, obtained from various processed snow pavements,

are plotted in Figure 28. In the initial data analysis (Abele
Interrelationships 1963) the unconfined compressive strength Y (kg cm- 2)
between snow properties was expressed as a function of the logarithm of ram

The relationship between unconfined compressive hardness R:
strength (at - 0°C) and density of naturally densified
snow is shown in Figure 25. The envelope represents the a = 4.1 In R - 14.7. (3)
range of data from the snow profile on the Greenland ice
cap (Butkovich 1956, Mellor 1966), where the density is The number of data points was 482, the coefficient of
the result of overburden pressure, depending on the correlation r was 0.84, and the standard deviation of a
depth below the surface. was 2.4 kg cm-2.

I 40
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Figure 25. Unconfined compressive 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
strength vs densityfor natural snow. y, Density ( g/cms )
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Figure 26. Unconfined compressive strength vs density for processed snow.

1000 However, a power relationship (suggested by

Russell-Head et al. 1983, 1984b) gives a slightly
.4,.i..... . better fit, as shown by the curve in Figure 28, which

can be expressed by

a = 0.37 R° '55 . (4)
600

General - For a rough estimate using a simple, convenient
Range[ _ expression, the relationship can be approximated by

a(kg cm- 2) 0.5 'R
400-

(:R,

,o(psi) 7 fR

E ' - (kPa) 48 fR (5)

Figure 29 shows the relationship between ram
hardness and the NCEL shear strength (refer to Fig.
7), based on a limited amount of data (Abele 1968).

California Bearing Ratio vs snow density is
shown in Figure 30. Since not only the CBR but also
the density is on a logarithmic scale (which, for such
a narrow range, is not greatly different from an
arithmetic scale), the relationship can be approxi-

T = * mated by
• Age = 2 weeks CBR = 250 p4  

(6)

100
0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62 where density p is in g cm - 3.

Density (g cm-3 ) The CBR vs ram values are plotted in Figure 31.
Figure 27. Rant hardness vs density for processed snow. The relationship is expressed by
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Figure 30. CBR vs density. (From Haas and Bott 1986.)

CBR =1.44 RO.48 (r - 0.78). (7) The approximate relationships between the various
strength and hardness indices are shown in Figure 32

For a rough estimate of the CBR from ramn hardness, (Abele 1988b).
the relationship can be approximated by To determine the relationship between the hardness

values obtained with the 300 and 600 Rammsonde cones,

CBR - 1.25 FR . (8) data from Niedringhaus's (1965) study were used (Abele
1 988a). The arithmetic plot, shown in Figure 33, resulted

The relationship between the CBR and the Clegg CIV in the following relationship:
for soils (Clegg 1983) is

CBR = 0.07 (CIy) 2 . (9) R0=15 3.(0
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Figure 32. Interrelationship between various snow strength indices.

A log-log plot (Fig. 34) resulted in Behavior under load
The response of a snow surface when subjected to

R60 = 0.91 R . stress at a constant rate of penetration is illustrated in
Figure 35. The pressure-sinkage relationship at first

For practical purposes, to estimate the standard ram follows a relatively smooth line until an initial collapse

hardness value (600 cone), the hardness value obtained occurs, which is followed by a series of repeated col-

with the 300 cone can be multiplied by 1.5 for measure- lapses, ultimately leading to complete destruction of the

ments obtained below a depth of 10 cm. For the 0- to 10- snow structure. The initial collapse point does not repre-

cm depths, the factor is approximately 2. sent the bearing capacity of the snow; the maximum
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Figure 35. Response of snow
to applied loads (A bele 1967).
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strength is not reached until the snow has been subjected point, the relationship can be approximated by a straight
to significantly more deformation than indicated by the line on a log-log plot for the density range of 0.3-0.6 g
applied stress at the initial collapse. cm 3 (Fig. 37).

The deformation (the bearing plate penetration into The progressive collapse characteristics of snow can
the snow surface) at the initial collapse decreases with an also be observed during typical unconfined compressive
increase in snow density. Figure 36 shows pressure- strength tests (Fig. 38).
sinkage relationships before the initial collapse for vari- Typical examples of the response of high-density
ous snow densities at -12*C after age-hardening of at snow to a constant load are shown in Figure 39 as
least 3 weeks (Abele 1967). If the snow density is plotted penetration vs time (Wuori 1957b, 1959). The load
vs the bearing plate penetration at the initial collapse conditions simulate heavy aircraft wheel loads (parked

p, Pressure (psi)

0 20 40 60 80 IC3 120 140 160 ISO
0 0.

0.1 0

U-0 0. 54@_05

oil I 0 4 5 @

0.47 E.3
. ® 0.46(
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'& I
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0038
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Figure 36. Bearing plate penetration vs pressure (Abele 1967).
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Figure 37. Bearing plate penetration at initial collapse vs density (Abele
1967).
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Figure 38. Progressive collapse of snow under load.
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Figure 39. Penetration of bearing plates under a constant load vs time (Wuori 1957b).

condition) on a snow runway at temperatures of -7* to penetration increases with an increase in the contact
-IOC. In addition to temperature, the contact pressure area. For example, if an aircraft landing-gear load of
and initial snow strength, which are the principal pa- 5000 kg (11,000 ib) is supported by a single tire with a
rameters influencing the rate of load penetration, the size contact area of 500 cm 2 (a mean contact pressure of 10
of the loaded area also has an effect on the penetration kg cm- 2, or 142 lb in.- 2), that tire will sink somewhat
rate. In general, for the same contact pressure, the more than would two smaller tires, each with a contact
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area of only 250 cm 2 supporting the same 5000-kg load A limited study on the stress distribution in snow
(the mean contact pressure of each tire is still 10 kg under a rigid plate was conducted at the Naval Civil
cm- 2). Engineering Laboratory (Stehle 1970). The results are

Typical examples of the deformation of snowbeneath shown on the right side in Figure 44. The data used in
a rigid plate and a high-pressure aircraft tire are shown plotting the lines of equal stress by interpolation were
in Figures 40 and 41, respectively (Wuori 1962a). The obtained from stress gauges placed in the snow sample
vertical deformation under the center of the plate and the at various locations. On the left side of Figure 44, the
tire are plotted vs depth in Figure 42. theoretical curves from Boussinesq's analysis of stress

The distribution of stress in snow under a loaded area distribution in soil are shown for comparison.
has been difficult to determine experimentally, and a Figure 43 compares the theoretical and actual stress
theoretical approach has not been satisfactory (Abele distribution in soils with the experimental and deduced
1967). The result of one theoretical approach (assuming stress is proportional to strain) stress distri-
(Kondratyeva et al. 1945) is shown in Figure 43. How- bution in snow (Wuori 1962a, 1975, Abele 1967, Stehle
ever, this curve of pressure distribution vs depth has not 1970). The depth scale is normalized in terms of the ratio
been confirmed by experimental data. of depth to the contact area radius. The snow character-

istics and test conditions are also shown.

SURFACE BEFORE
f,--LOADING

/_____.4" (I) (CM)

0.34 -- EERTO - LT OF I//7k( 1.2/ / ,-'

/4// /410

0.37 \ 0/ -15

°. ,/ /

s~~_ 8 2o -s 0r

0.31/

7 7 IO_25

2o 15 1 o 115 2b(CM)

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF LOAD

Figure 40. Deformation of snow beneath a rigid plate (Wuori 1962a). The lines show equal vertical displacement
from the rigid circular plate load on Rolba snow age-hardenedfor8 days. The plate diameter was 7 in.; the area was 38.4
in2. The total load was 2000 lb and the unit load was 52 psi. The duration of the test was 15 minutes.
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Figure 42. Deformation of now beneath the center of a surface load (Wuori 1962a). The snow density was 0-55 gmlcm3
and the temperature was -W6 C.
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q, Stress Coefficient
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(Wuori 1962) T= -5 C"
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Snow Snow Wheel on snow. r = 10 cm
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snow y = 0.55 g/cm3

age = 7-13 days
Buss T= -5 to -71C
(theoretical surface deformation = 2-6 cm

z/r /for soils)
Sfo soDeformation data (Abele 1970)

2 Plates on snow: r =5-10 cm
p 5-12 kg/cm2

From Deformation Data snow y = 0.45-0.6 g/cr 3

(Abele 1970) age = 25-70 days
T= -12Cc

Stress Data surface deformation = 0.3-0.6 cm
(Thompson 1957)
Wheels on Snow Stress data (Thompson 1957)

Wheels on soil: r = 10-14 cm3- ~ U aStressDa p 2-4 kg/cm2

(Stehle 1970)
Plate on Snow Stress data (Stehle 1970):

Plate on snow: r = 9 cm

z = Depth Below Surface p 0.4 kg/cm2

r = Radius of Contact Area snow y = 0.6 g/cm3

age = 4 days
4 T= -IOC

Figure 45. Comparison of stress distribution data from various sources.

SNOW PAVEMENT Adam's (1978b) classification of winter roads is
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES shown in Table 1. Snow (and ice) roads are classified

according to their method of construction, and winter
Types of snow pavements trails are classified as either temporary (annual) or pe-

The characteristics of snow pavements, their prepara- rennial. The method of construction and the material
tion techniques and their subsequent use can vary sig- used is certainly a logical approach for a snow (or ice)
nificantly; however, there is no one established method road classification. However, we have to be careful
for classifying the various types of snow pavements, about the terminology.

Common terms such as "runways," "roads" and Because ofthedefinitionof"winterroads"(Table 1),
"trails" may imply the type of use or type of traffic, but this classification scheme does not automatically in-
they do not necessarily indicate the required snow pave- clude perennial snow (or ice) roads in such areas as
ment characteristics. Forexample, a snow road forheavy Antarctica and Greenland, although their construction
truck traffic requires a substantially better pavement procedures and pavement characteristics may be the
than that needed for a snow runway to be used by light same as those for temporary (annual) snow roads. The
aircraft or heavy aircraft on skis. That is, terms such as term "perennial winter trail" by itself, without the defi-
"snow road" or "snow runway" are not always useful nition, may be misleading, Only the location is peren-
descriptorsofthepavementpropertiesortheconstruction nial, the snow pavement is only temporary (annual).
techniques. A "snow trail" usually implies a pavement Also, the term "perennial" conflicts with the definition
suitable only for tracked or low-ground-pressure vehicles, of winter roads (annual).
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Table 1. Classification of winter roads. (After Adam 1978b.)

Trail type Description

Winter trails
Temporary winter trail A trail established for use during one winter season by a single pass of a tracked or wheeled vehicle using

a blade if necessary to gain access. Seismic lines generally fall in this category. Temporary trails are not
usually acceptable in permafrost regions since surface smoothness is often obtained by blading off the
tops of hummocks.

Perennial winter trail A trail established for use over several winter seasons along new or existing rights of way. Depressions
are filled with snow in permafrost regions or with a mixture of mineral soil and snow in nonpermafrost
regions. Drags orbladesare used to fill depressions; this often leads to the "scalping"of hillocks orridges
and introduces mineral soil into the snow.

Snow roads
Compacted snow road A road built primarily with snow as a cut-and-fill material to establish some semblance of a constructed

road grade. Compaction, the final step of construction, is accomplished by crawler tractor, drags or
rollers.

Processed snow road Similar in construction to a compacted snow road except that the snow is agitated orprocessed to reduce
the size of the particles before compaction.

Ice-capped snow road Either a compacted or processed snow road on which water has been sprayed to produce a bond between
snow particles and give added stability to the roadway.

Artificial snow road A compacted snow road built of artificial or manufactured snow hauled and end-dumped into place or
manufactured on site. The road is shaped and compacted by crawler tractor.

Ice roads
Solid ice road Aroad built by sprinkling, spraying or hosing waterdirectlyon theground to fill depressions and produce

an ice surface of suitable thickness to support traffic.

Aggregate ice road A road built of crushed ice (ice aggregate) hauled and end-dumped into place. Water is sprinkled, sprayed
or hosed onto the surface to bond particles.

Winter road on ice A road built on the surface of frozen lakes or rivers. This type of road is very common in some areas of
Canada because the surface is naturally smooth, no clearing of trees is required, and overall road
preparation is minimal.

A comprehensive classification of snow pavements Snow used for snow pavements is always compacted
can be developed from two approaches: based on the snow, although the degree of compaction may vary.
materials and construction methods used in the pave- Processed snow is a type of compacted snow, involving
ment, and based on the strength or traffic-supporting an additional activity (mechanical disaggregation) prior
capacity of the pavement, to compaction. (Processing itself results in considerable

densification of the snow.) Artificial snow is a type of
Classification by construction methods processed snow, the snow being manufactured from

For the construction of snow pavements, ingredients water.
such as water and ice aggregate are occasionally used to Watercan be applied tothe snow pavement by spraying
reinforce the snow. Additives such as sawdust and wood after compaction or by introducing heat during compac-
chips have been used experimentally (Abele 1963c, tion or processing, resulting in a snow-ice mixture.
Wuori 1963b), but materials of this type are not normally Ice aggregate or chipped ice can be mixed with
available in sufficient quantities locally tobe considered processed snow to increase the pavement density, or a
for practical use. mixture of snow, water and ice aggregate can be used to

The various possible combinations of the three prin- produce a high-strength pavement.
cipal pavement construction components (snow, water Some combinations of these three components are
and ice aggregate) are shown in a Venn diagram in not practical. A compacted (unprocessed) snow and ice
Figure 46 and described in Table 2. aggregate mixture is not realistic, since the mixing
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Table 2. Classification of snow pavements according to construction methods.

Symbol Composition/Process Pavements typelRemarks

S Snow (unprocessed or processed, compacted) Most common snow pavement
W Water (applied in liquid form) Solid ice pavement
Wh  Water introduced by applying heat
I Ice aggregate (crushed ice) Not useful without water
SW Snow-water mixture (water sprayed on High-strength pavement surface, ice-capped

snow surface) snow pavement
SWh Heat applied to snow during processing High-strength pavement
SI Snow-ice aggregate mixture Not greatly beneficial without water (or heat)
SWI Snow-water-ice aggregate mixture Used to repair snow pavements, not tried as

a pavement
SWhl Heat applied to snow-ice aggregate mixture Not tried, but a practical procedure
WI Water applied to ice aggregate Aggregate ice road (used in Canada)
Whi Heat applied to ice aggregate No data; not tried

SNOWVS

w

Figure 46. Possible combinations of snow pavement components.

action itself constitutes processing, and the mixture does water-ice aggregate mixtures, since the use of the latter
not bond well unless water is also added. A mixture of component has been very limited.
water and ice aggregate constitutes an ice road and Although most of the various possible combinations oftherefore cannot be classified as a snow road. The snow, water and ice aggregate shown in Figure 46 have

application of heat is practical only if done during been tried in snow road preparation, actual construction
processing; applying heat to a compacted snow surface has usually been limited to compacted and processed
is of little practical benefit for increasing the pavement snow. The addition of water, either by sprinkling or by
strength. No field or test data are available on snow- using heat, has been used only occasionally (Table 2).
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Table 3. Classification of snow roads according to vehicle use. (After Johnson and Collins 1980.)

Minimum snow thickness
Type Use at density Construction procedure

I Low ground pressure 3 in. at 32 lb/ft3  Following refreeze of the active layer to 1 ft and ac-
Rolligons (0.51 g/cm3) cumulation of 6 in. of 18 lb/ft3 snow, construction can
Nodwells begin. Rolligons and Nodwells will not require any
Crawlec tractors trail preparation except clearing. Periodic use of a drag
Sleds or roller will increase travel speed of Nodwells and
4WD trucks with Rolligons, remove ruts and create a surface suitable for

wide tires occasional traffic with four-wheel-drive trucks with
wide tires.

1I Light equipment 3 in. at 38 lb/ft3  Treatment as above plus 8 passes with crawler-type
Pickups (0.61 g/cm3) tractors and drags or vibrating rollers with I week of
Light trucks with sintering at 15'F, or 2 passes with drags or vibrating

axle loadings less rollers with 2 weeks of age-hardening at 150F, or 2
than 8000 lb passes with crawler-type tractors and drags or vibrating

rollers with addition of water and refreezing for im-
mediate use.

III Heavy trucks with 6 in. at 44 lb/ft3  Treatment as above plus an additional snow accumu-
axle loadings up to (0.70 g/cm3) lation of 6 in. Additional compaction until the upper
20,000 lb range of density is achieved, or addition of water until

a ram hardness of 600-1000 is reached.

IV Concentrated construction 12 in. at 50 lb/ft3  Treatment as above plus an additional snow accumula-
Trucks with axle loadings (0.80 g/cm3) of 1 ft, and addition of water to saturate the upper 1 ft

above 20,000 lb of snow.
Locked-track turning of

tracked vehicles

V Steep slope construction Special design required.
Longitudinal slopes

exceeding 15% for distances
greater than 200 ft

Transverse sloped
exceeding 5%

Therefore, the principal types of snow roads, based Alyeska Pipeline Service Company (Johnson and Collins
on their basic construction methods, can be classified 1980) and is shown in Table 3. The required pavement
into three groups: properties are expressed in terms of snow density, and

" Compacted (compaction is accomplished with the construction procedure for achieving the required
rollers, drags, vehicle tracks or wheels, etc.); density for each type of pavement is described. Snow

" P.-ocessed (processing is accomplished with a ro- processing is not considered; theconstruction procedures
tary snow miller or a pulvimixer to disaggregate are limited to various compaction techniques and the
and densify snow prior to final compaction); and addition of water. Since this approach results in a pave-

* Ice-reinforced (water is added by spraying or mentthinnerthan thatobtainedby depth processing with
created by the application of heat either during or rotary snow millers, the required load-bearing capacity
after processing or compaction). has to be achieved by very high snow density require-

The actual snow road construction methods and proce- ments. Ordinarily it is not possible to achieve snow
dures are discussed later. densities above 0.6 g cm- 3 without adding water, re-

gardless of the compaction and processing methods.
Classification by snow pavement Density is not always a reliable index of the snow
strength requirements pavement strength, since density by itself does not reflect

A classification scheme based on the type of vehicles the increase in strength with time (the period of age-
expected touse the snow pavement was developed by the hardening or sintering) or variations in strength due to
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Contact Pressure
-2 -2 Taffic(kg cm- 2 ) (lb in.-  )_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

g cPavement 
Strength

Runway Road

F-86
10 C-141, C-5A Very High -

KC-135 (707)
100- IL-18 (USSR)

C-130 High Very High

5-ton Truck
C-47 (DC-3) Medium High
C-7 Caribou
Automobile

Light Aircraft Low Medium

1 -M-60 Tank

10 Very Low Low
C-130 on Skis
M-113 PC

Very Low
Man in Boots (wt. on one foot)

Rolligon
Light Aircraft on Skis
Light Tracked Vehicles

0.1

Man on Skis

Air Cushion Vehicles

Figure 47. Classification of snow pavements according to wheel load contact
pressures.

temperature. For example, a Type HI pavement (Table 3) a specific load-bearing capacity of the pavement, which
can be achieved as described in the table; however, it can can vary significantly with time and temperature.
alsobe achievedby processing the snow priortocompaction, A more practical snow pavement classification scheme
resulting in a density of only 0.6 g cm- 3, and letting it age- can be developed, based on the actual strength (or some
harden for 3-4 weeks without adding any water. index of strength, other than density) of the pavement,

At similar temperature and age-hardening condi- which would indicate the capability of the pavement to
tions, a processed and compacted snow pavement will resist the stress applied by a vehicle and would also
ordinarily exhibit higher strength than that which has reflect the influence of time and temperature on the snow
been only compacted without the benefit of mechanical strength. The stress or pressure applied by a wheel, track
disaggregation. However, a snow pavement that has or ski is more critical than the gross load (a dump truck
been well compacted (without processing) during favor- requires a stronger snow pavement than a C- 130 aircraft
able weather conditions (slightly below freezing) and on skis; a 200-lb man in boots requires a stronger
later subjected to very low temperatures may result in a pavement than a200-ton aircushion vehicle).Therefore,
stronger pavement than that which has been processed for snow pavement design criteria, the stress-bearing
and compacted during unfavorable weather conditions capacity is a more important factorthan the load-bearing
(low temperatures). capacity. (The effect of the load on the snow pavement

The construction procedures and the resulting snow design criteria is shown later in a nomograph.) Conse-
density have a strong influence on the eventual strength quently snow pavements could be classified according
properties of a snow pavement, but they do not guarantee to their stress-bearing capacity.
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Figure 47 shows various types of vehicles and air- route hould be located so that the route itself is not
craft, arranged according to their ground contact pres- subjected to drifting, but the drift snow is conve-
sure. The pavement classification scheme on the right 'iently available. (Some idea of the predominant
side of the figure is purely arbitrary, ranging from "very wind direction is needed.)
low strength" to "very high strength," which covers a 0 If ,he need for water (for making artificial snow) is
range of ground contact pressures of over two orders of anticipated, the route should be located near water
magnitude. The construction procedures required to source;,.
achieve the necessary pavement strength will vary de- 0 Low, wet areas are usually more level than high, dry
pending on temperature conditions, thickness of snow areas and usually require less clearing and grading.
cover, subbase properties, available age-hardening time, 0 When water bodies must be crossed, the suitability
type and frequency of traffic, and expected contact of the land-to-ice and ice-to-land transition areas
pressures and loads. The pavement design criteria are have to be considered during the route layout.
discussed later. • In permafrost areas, routes shouldbe located where

a sufficient amount of snow is already available,
Site selection can be collected with snow fences, or can be

For snow roads, route selection will be influenced or hauled in or manufactured, and where grading and
dictated by the terrain topography, vegetation and snow the construction process will not remove or harm
cover characteristics. Frequently the route location is the vegetation cover. It is very important that the
predetermined by existing or previously used routes or surface organic layer in permafrost areas is not
trails, and their suitability is well established. When disturbed and the thermal regime not altered. The
selecting new routes, the primary objective is, of course, environmental protection considerations during site
to minimize travel distance and construction cost. How- selection are discussed in detail by Adam (1978b).
ever, there are other conditions that have to be consid- Site selection for runways naturally involves more
ered when selecting a route for a snow road. critical criteria than those for trails or roads, primarily

The various terrain conditions and geographic char- because of the surface smoothness requirements and the
acteristics that influence the selection of winter trail or size of the area involved (Clark et al. 1973). Areas with
snow road routes in northern Canada have been dis- little or no vegetation are preferable. The site must be
cussed in detail by Adam (1978b). The principal consid- level, except for minor surface roughness. Under no
erations for snow road route selection are listed below: circumstances should it contain ditches more than 0.5 m

" Grades greater than 10% should be avoided, if deep. The slope must not exceed that specified for
possible. airfield runways. The site should be clear of trees or other

" Sidehills should be avoided, if possible, to mini- vegetation more than about I m high. In permafrost
mize potential problems caused by meltwater areas, care should be taken not to remove vegetation,
crossing the route. which might cause degradation of the underlying perma-

* Ifsidehills cannot be avoided, north-facing slopes frost in subsequent years. The site must be clear of
are usually preferable over south-facing slopes, natural or man-made vertical obstructions that would
since routes on the latter are subjected to more pose a hazard to safe landings and takeoffs. And, it must
sunlight and will deteriorate before those on north- be sufficiently large to permit construction of a runway
facing slopes, long enough to accommodate the aircraft that will use it.

" The lee side of hills may be preferable in cases The runway should be oriented so that the long axis is
where there is an insufficient amount of snow on parallel to the prevailing wind direction. However, some
the windward side; however, routes on the lee side consideration should also be given to storm wind direc-
may be subjected to more snowdrifting problems. tion, which can be at an angle to the prevailing wind. It
The windward side is usually preferable if the is not desirable to have any protruding features such as
amount of snow is sufficient. surface relief, trees or shrubs close to and on the wind-

" In forested areas, snow pavements shaded from ward side of the runway, since these can cause potential
the early afternoon sun will last longer in the drifting problems. If meteorological data for the area are
spring than those exposed to the sun. not available, some idea of wind directions can be obtained

" Whenever possible, routes should be selected so by observing snowdrift patterns. (It may sometimes be
that potential snowdrifting problems are mini- difficult to distinguish snow surface features caused by
mized. The windward sideof obstacles, high spots, storm winds from those caused by the prevailing winds.)
bushes or shrubs, etc. is usually preferable, unless Layout plans should include provisions for aircraft park-
additional snow is required for the snow road ing and unloading areas large enough to accommodate
construction and maintenance. In that case, the the maximum anticipated aircraft utilization.
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Figure 48. Improvised snow roller.

Figure 49. Improvised snow harrow.

Expedient snow Before the development and use of mechanized ro-
pavement construction tary snow mixers, improvised harrows (Fig. 49) and

tillers were used for depth processing. Figure 50 illus-
Basic equipment trates the equipment and procedures used by the USSR.

The basic method used by the northern countries for military for expedient snow trail and road preparation
improving the trafficability of snow-covered terrain before and during World War II (Kragelskii 1945b).
during the winter logging operations has been and still is The increases in density and hardness of a natural snow
compaction with rollers and various types of drags. A layer compacted with a wooden roller is shown in Figures
typical improvised snow roller is shown in Figure 48. 51 and 52 (Kragelskii 1945c, Kragelskii and Shakhov
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HOW TO BUILD A WINTER ROAD BY CONSOLIDATION OF THE SNOW WITH SIMPLE EQUIPMENT

The marked trace of the road must be worked

WITH A HARROW

and then

-. WITH A ROLLER

THIS EQUIPMENT CAN BE MADE BY TROOPS IN THE FIELD OF WOOD AND SIMPLE FORGINGS

TO LAY OUT LANES FOR TO CONSTRUCT ROADS FOR
MARCHING COLUMNS ALL ARMS

(1) Pass over the trace twice with (1) Two passes with the harrow
the harrow. and roller.

(2) After harrowing make two (2) Wait 4 to 5 hours.
passes with the roller. (3) Repeat operations with liar-

Ready for use 4 to 5 hours after IF SEVERAL HARROWS AND row and roller, the roller being loaded
rolling. ROLLERS ARE AVAILABLE with ballast.

WORK WITH A HOOK-UP OF Ready for use 4 to 5 hours after
THREE PIECES last pass with roller.

AQ%-

Instruction Plate, Engineer Committee, Red Army.

Figure 50. Improvised snow road construction equipment used by Soviet combat troops in World War!! (Kragelskii 1945b).

1945). Most of the density increase in the undisturbed 1945c). At -3.5*, compaction of a snow cover with a
snow was achieved after only two passes with the roller, density of 0.2 g cm - 3 resulted in an approximately 50%
additional rolling (eight more passes) resulted in relatively more densification than compaction at-1 5*C. At-3.50 C,
little further densification (Fig. 5 1). However, the appar- one pass with the float increased the snow density from
ently minor increase in density achieved with the addi- 0.2 to 0.43 g cm - 3, while at -15C, 10 passes with the
tional roller passes resulted, after 12 hours of age-harden- float were required to produce a density of 0.43 g cm - 3 .
ing, in a snow hardness increase that was approximately Figure 53 also shows the benefit of a time interval
proportional to the number of roller passes (Fig. 52). (The between consecutive compaction passes (refer also to
hardness values were obtained with the 2.05-cm-diameter Figure 5 1). The first three compaction passes, with a 4-
spherical head plunger, refer to Fig. 12.) hour interval between each pass, achieved as much

Figure 53 illustrates the effect of temperature during densification as that achieved with six toten consecutive
compactionwithaheavy,curved-bottom float(Kragelskii passes without any time intervals.
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Figure SI. Snow density vs number of roller passes. (After Kragelskii
1945c.)
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Figure 52. Snow hardness vs time for roller-compacted snow. (After Kragelskii and
Shakhov 1945.)
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Figure53. Snow density vs number of heavyfloat passes. (AfterKragelskii
1945c.)

Expedient snow processing, compaction and leveling of-way may be required, which should be done before any
equipment can be constructed and improvised from significant snow accumulation. Low surface vegetation
various available materials (Clark et al. 1973). A peg- can be packed down with low-ground-pressure vehicles.
tooth A-frame harrow with metal pegs is illustrated in Fortreeand shrub removal andforsurface leveling in non-
Figure 54. Corrugated culvert pipe can be used for permafrost areas, bulldozers are required.
constructing a roller, as shown in Figure 55. Leveling Runway sites usually require more extensive terrain
drags can be constructed from lumber (Fig. 56) or from surface leveling and vegetation removal than road sites.
fuel drums (Fig. 57). Figure 58 shows two types of drags All unnecessary traffic, especially with high-ground-
used in Canada (Adam 1978b). pressure vehicles, should be avoided in the cleared area

A typical expedient snow pavement construction to prevent rutting of the terrain and disturbing and
procedure is shown in Figure 59. Although the specific contaminating the snow cover prior to the snow pave-
operations in the construction process and the extent of ment construction process.
their use (numberofcompaction and leveling passes, for
example) may vary, depending on the terrain, snow and Incremental compaction
temperature conditions and the type of equipment avail- If snow compaction equipment is available during the
able, a general sequence of operations has been devel- initial snowfall season, incremental compaction of each
oped based on experience and test results. The principal snowfall is preferable to disaggregation and compaction
steps in the snow pavement preparation procedure are of a thick snow layer all at once. Compaction of thin
discussed below. layers produces a snow pavement with a more uniform

strength profile. If this procedure can be continued
Initial site preparation throughout the winter season, no disaggregation or pro-

Unless open areas, such as perennial snowfields, tundra cessing is required. Usually, however, this is not the
regions, frozen waterways, or existing or previously pre- case; snow pavement construction is ordinarily a one-
pared routes, are used for snow roads, clearing ofthe right- time operation after sufficient snow has accumulated.
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Figure 54. Peg-tooth A-frame harrow.

Initial leveling Figure 60 shows the snow density profile of the
andprecompaction natural snow and the snow runway of the South Pole in

The snow surface should be relatively level before 1965. The runway surface was prepared by periodic
compaction is started. Leveling of the natural snow compaction with a roller, tractor tracks and a drag
surface is usually needed, especially for a runway pave- without disaggregation. For this type of snow and these
ment. It is also beneficial to precompact deep, soft snow temperatures (-350 to -45°C), the effectiveness of corn-
prior to disaggregation. Any leveling activity automati- paction extended to a depth ofapproximately 40cm. The
cally results also in compaction. Low-ground-pressure, runway is used by ski-equipped C-130 aircraft. The
wide-track vehicles are especially suitable for pre- pavement would not support C-130 aircraft on wheels
compaction. The snow surface should be sufficiently (Abele et al. 1966).
dense to limit vehicle track sinkage to less than 15 cm
during the subsequent disaggregation. Rollers and drags Disaggregation
can be used forthe precompaction and leveling operations. Since the effects of compaction alone are usually too

When preparing a snow runway site for disaggrega- limited in depth to provide a sufficiently thick snow
tion, equipment starting, stopping and turning should be pavement, some method of disaggregation (depth pro-
done beyond the ends of the runway. cessing) may be required if the snow thickness exceeds
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Figure 55. Corrugated roller.

30 cm. Improvised harrows, such as the peg-tooth A- since neither a time interval nor compaction with the
frame type shown in Figure 54, which can be fabricated tractor tracks between stages of the disaggrgation pro-
in the field, can be used for disaggregation, cesses is desirable. Ballasting of the harrows is not

More effective disaggregation will result from re- normally necessary except when the surface crust is
peated passes with the harrow. Towing several harrows unusually hard.
in tandem with a tractor is a preferable arrangement,
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If either initial compaction or leveling of the snow has tion. If the surface after disaggregation is not sufficiently
been necessary, some degree of age-hardening already has level, backblading with a bulldozer may be used, which
occurred due to this disturbance of the snow layer, so the will provide not only the leveling but also some compac-
disaggregation process should be performed as soon as tion. For backblading operations, a hydraulically oper-
possible (within hours), before the age-hardening process ated blade is preferable to a cable-operated blade. The
becomes too advanced and limits the harrow action. snow pavement will be stronger and more uniform if

leveling and grading can be held to a minimum after
Leveling compaction is completed.

For maximum effectiveness, compaction should be
performed immediately after disaggregation, and any Compaction
required leveling should be performed prior to orduring The main compaction is accomplished with succes-
compaction. If possible, it is desirable to tow a smooth sive passes by rollers, with increased weight during each
skid behind the last harrow (or during the last harrow successivecoverage. If ballast (dry crushed stone,gravel
pass), which also will produce some immediate compac- or sand inside the roller) is not available, the weight of

2x4 or 4x4

Metal Strip 4 r x

Figure 56. Improvised leveling drag.

Figure 57. Improvised fuel drum drag.
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Figure 58. Drags used in Canada
(Adam 1978b). 4.

the roller can be increased by lashing metal or concrete tion should be accomplished by successive passes with
beams or slabs to the towing bars. A method forballasting D-7 orD-8 tractortracks. Normally twoto five passes are
should be considered when the roller is fabricated. If sufficient. Snow densities of up to 0.5 g cm- 3 can be
external ballast is to be used, the material used for con- obtained with this method.
struction of the roller should be considerably stronger
than that shown in Figure 55. Final grading

The tractor tracks ordinarily produce a more effec- On compacted snow roads, drags can be used to level
tive, although more concentrated, compaction than the the pavement surface to the desired smoothness. On
roller; this should be obvious from the relative sinkage of snow runways, a surveyor's level may have to be used to
the tracks and the roller. Therefore, it is important during determine if the runway surface meets the appropriate
the consecutive compaction passes that the tractor does surface roughness criteria (depending on the type of
not follow in the same tracks but covers the entire strip aircraft). Final grading can be difficult if the compacted
as evenly as possible. This will also result automatically surface does not meet these criteria. A motorized road
in overlapping roller coverage, grader, which permits the desired accuracy control,

As soon as the vehicle towing the roller is no longer cannot be used until the snow pavement has age-hard-
rutting the snow surface more than 5 cm, final compac- ened sufficiently to prevent the grader wheels from
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rutting the surface, unless the grader is on skis and towed grading operations. A single-tractor operation would
by a tractor. Consequently drags towed by tracked ve- mean completing all the processes on each individual
hicles have to be used, followed by a final rolling with a harrow-width strip before disaggregation of the next
corrugated or smooth roller. For a smooth surface finish, adjacent strip could begin. The availability of two or
a drag of the type shown in Figure 57 can be used after three tractors would permit a convenient tandem-type
the roller. Subsequent use of a wheeled, motorized road operation with a minimal time interval (a matter of
grader, which may have to be used several days after minutes) between each process.
compaction, is suitable only for removing high spots; The construction process outlined here should, under
low spots filled by the grader at this stage will remain favorable temperature conditions (above-20°C), permit
weaker than the rest of the pavement, even aftercompac- construction of a snow pavement capable of supporting
tion. Therefore, it is important that as much leveling as wheel loads of heavy trucks and the Caribou class
required be done in conjuncion vith the compaction aircraft (Table 4) after 2-3 weeks of age-hardening. The
process and that final grading with a road grader, some integrity of the snow pavement will decrease as the
time after compaction, be limited to shaving off high temperature increases above -I 0°C.
spots.

Operation and maintenance
Continuity of construction procedures Tracked vehicles, except those with smooth rubber

One of the most important considerations during the tracks, should be kept off the snow pavement. If this is
snow pavement construction process is continuity of impossible, very slow speeds should be used and sharp
operations, with a minimum time interval between the turns and sudden stops avoided. Particular care should
individual operations. This is particularly important be taken during warm periods. During aircraft opera-
between the disaggregation and compaction phases. The tions, hard braking and sharp turns should also be avoided
ideal procedure would be to tow a compactor immedi- as much as possible.
ately behind the disaggregator. However, towing a roller Under no conditions should refueling take place on
behind the harrow, especially if two ormore harrows and the pavement, since any fuel spilled will immediately
a skid are used in tandem, may be neither possible nor destroy the strength of the snow pavement. Refueling
practical. The actual procedure to be used depends on should take place at designated parking areas, with the
whether or not separate tractors or bulldozers are avail- realization that these areas will be a constant source of
able for each of the disaggregating, compacting and maintenance problems.

Table 4. Fuel and water requirements for heat-processed snow pavements.

Rate of usage Total required
Speed Water Fuel Water Fuel

Process Surface Strips (krhr) (Llhr; gal/hr) (LJhr; gal/hr) (L; gal) (L; gal)

Steam Runway 25 at 1 1,961; 518 144; 38 49,000; 13,000 3,600; 950
injection (1 km x 30 m) 1.2 m wide

Road 5 1 - - 9,800; 2,590 720; 190
(1 kmx6m)

Direct heat
T-5 Runway 15 1 600; 160 - 9.000; 2.400
snowpacker (i km x 30 m)

STM-2 (USSR) Runway 12 1.5 - 250; 66 - 2,000; 528
(1 km x 30 m)

Road 2 1.5 - - - 340; 90
(I km x 5.5 m)

Water Runway 25 1- - 750,000; 200,000 37,500; 10,000
application

Road - - - 150,000; 40,000 7,500; 2,000
(I kmx6m)
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Figure 60. Density profiles of South Pole snow (Abele and Frankenstein 1967).

All debris should be kept off the pavement. Dark the width of pavement. Removal also involves the danger
objects can be especially harmful by producing melt of damaging the snow pavement below. When removing
holes. Ruts and holes can be repaired by carefully filling snow by plowingcare must be takento avoidleaving snow
them with fresh disaggregated snow and compacting the berms at the sides of the road or runway, which may result
new snow. Some warming of the snow (without exces- in subsequent snow drifts on the pavement.
sive melting) during placement in the ruts or holes, and
while compacting, can give improved results. The re- High-strength
paired areas should not be disturbed until the required snow pavement construction
strength is reached through age-hardening.

Any new snowfall should be compacted as soon as Processing equipnc't
possible with rollers. The thinner the snow layer to be To achieve pavement strengths required to support
compacted, the better the results; that is, if possible, new heavy wheel loads, such as trucks and aircraft with
snow should not be allowed to accumulate to a thickness ground contact pressures above 5 kg cm - 2 (70 psi), a
of more than a few centimeters before compaction is processed and well-compacted snow layer at least 50cm
begun. Consequently, during heavy or prolonged snow- (20 in.) thick is needed. This type of depth processing
fall,compaction may havetobe done whileit is snowing. requires the use of rotary snow millers (snow plows) or

In some cases, instead ofcompaction, removal of any pulvimixers (rototillers).
new snow may be preferable, especially if the new snow The Peter snow miller (Fig. 61), equipped with back-
layer is several centimeters thick. For example, if the casting chutes (Fig. 62), has been used to construct ex-
pavementhastobeusedshortlyafteranewsnowfall, the perimental snow pavements in northern Michigan,
compacted new snow may not have sufficient time to Greenland and Antarctica (Wuori 1959, 1960, 1962a,
age-harden. Whether compaction or removal is prefer- 1963a, 1963b, Abele and Frankenstein 1967, Abele 1968).
able will be dictated by topography, thickness of the new The miller, originally designed for snow removal in the
snow layer, temperature, available time and equipment, Swiss Alps, has a horizontally mounted, closed drum with
etc. Ordinarily, removing new snow is more difficult spiral blades. The 1.2-m-diameter, 2.7-m-long drum ro-
than compacting it, especially on runways, because of tatesat225-305 rpmanddirectsthesnowintothespecially
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Figure 61. Peter snow miller.

Figure 62. Peter snow miller
with back-casting chutes.

fabricated ejection chutes, which guide the snow over the of the undisturbed snow is 0.25 g cm- 3, the resulting
miller. During operation, the chutes oscillate laterally, so processed snow layer is 0.6 m thick. If the initial mean
thatthesnowisdepositedbehindthemillerinareasonably density of the snow is increased to 0.3 g cm - 3 by
even thickness. Figure 92 shows the miller in operation, precompaction, the resulting processed snow layerwould
towing a vibratory compactor. be approximately 0.7 m thick. (During field tests it was

The Peter miller is capable of processing undisturbed found that the Peter miller can actually cut to 1.5 m deep
snow up to 1.2 m deep. The density of the processed by undercutting, i.e. by keeping the top of the cutting
snow is approximately 0.5 gcm- 3, so if the mean density blades as much as 30 cm below the snow surface and
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Figure 63. Snoitblust miller vvith back-c astimig chlutes.

Fii'ure 64. Snowsblast ,milling blade arrmangement.
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forcing the snow above the undercut to fall into the used extensively for road and runway construction in
milling drum with the hinged guard plates located above Antarctica (Moser 1963, 1964, Moser and Sherwood
the drum; refer to Fig. 61.) 1966, Barthelemy 1975b). It had also been used for con-

The Rolba Snowblast miller, which in a wheeled structing a compacted snow parking lot for the 1960
version is also used primarily for snow removal in the WinterOlympic Games at Squaw Valley, California (Cof-
Swiss Alps, as well as in the U.S., has been used as a fin 1959, Moser 1962).The schematicof thepulvimixeris
snow processor for experimental snow pavement con- shown in Figure 65 and the rotor blade arrangement in
struction in northern Michigan and Greenland (Jackovich Figure 66.The rotoronthe early model (Model 24) was 2.4
and Wuori 1963, Wuori 1963a, 1963b). The standard m long and had a diameter of 0.61 m. The rotor diameter
rotary snor plow was mated with a D-6 Caterpillar in the later model (Model 42) was increased to 1.07 m,
tractor and equipped with a special back-casting chute permitting a cutting depth of up to 0.8 m.
(Fig. 63). The miller is equipped with helical cutter Unlike the Peter miller and the Snowblast, which are
blades (1.3-m diameter, 2.6 m cutting width, 260 maxi- self-propelled, the pulvimixer is towed by a tractor (Fig.
mum rpm) and an impeller (1.3-m diameter, 320 maxi- 67). One of the operational problems of the Peter miller
mum rpm), which transfers the snow from the cutter into and the Snowblast was the difficulty in steering while in
thechute(Fig.64).Thechutecontainsbafflesfordistrib- a full cut. The towed pulvimixer is much easier to
uting the snow evenly behind the miller, control, and forward speeds of up to, , 5 km hr - I can be

Thedensityof the snow processed with the Snowblast maintained. The rear ski of the pulvimixer is the same
was the same as that processed with the Peter miller. The width as the rotor and acts as a leveler(Fig. 68). in a full cut
Snowblast snow had a slightly better grain size distribu- (1.2-1.5 m), the forward speed of the Peter miller and the
tion than the Peter snow (Wuori 1963a). Tests with other Snowblast is limited to slightly more than 0.5 km hr -t .
types of rotary inow millers produced results that, in Because of the helical blade arrangement on both the
terms of snow properties, were similar to those of the Peter and the Snowblast, the snow is disaggregated by
Peter and the Snowblast (Wuori 1959). continuous shaving of the snow face. The pulvimixer

The pulvimixer, developed by the Naval Civil Engi- blades (L-shaped tines) chip at the snow face, resulting
neering Laboratory (Coffin and Moser 1961), has been in disaggregated snow that is coarser than that produced

Front Ski 

Back
E i Hood Ski

Draw Bar 0 Yok

Assembly

~Rear Frame

FotFrame
Rotor -"

Figure 65. Schematic of NCEL snow pulvinixer.
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Figure 66. Pulvimixer rotor hlud' arrangement. (Official jhlotog, aph, U.S. Navy.)

Fi~qure 67. Tractor-drawn pui imixer. (Official photograph, U.S. NavY.)
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Figure 68. Pulvimixer with rear skid. (Official photograph, U.S. Navy.)

by the Peter or the Snowblast. The geometric mean since the moisture acts as a rapid bonding agent. The
diameterof the pulvimixersnow grains is approximately moisture can be introduced in two ways: by applying
0.9 mm, compared with approximately 0.6 mm for the heat during processing and thus melting some of the
Peter and Snowblast snow grains (Fig. 17). A higher snow, or by adding water during or after processing. To
percentage of fines in processed snow is beneficial for gain the most benefit, compaction has to be done imme-
increasing both the rate of age-hardening and the ulii- diately after the addition of heat or water.
mate strength. Therefore, helical blades that produce a The application of heat or addition of water requires
shaving action are preferable to blades or tines that a considerable amount ofenergy and therefore should be
disaggregate snow by chipping. considered for only a relatively thin surface layer of the

The principal advantages of the Peter miller, the snow pavement. Since the required strength in a snow
Snowblast or similar rotary snowplows are the better pavement decreases rapidly with depth (Fig. 45), the
disaggregation of the snow and a thicker snow pavement high-strength surface layerdoes not have to be very thick
(50% thicker than that made with the pulvimixer). A (<30 cm) if it rests on a processed snow base. For
tractor-drawn pulvimixer, however, is much easier to example, at adepth equal to the radius of the loadcontact
operate and control and can be used at a forward speed area, the required pavement strength is only between 50
five times that of a tracked rotary snow miller. and 60% of the required surface strength (Fig. 45).

Other types of mixers, tillers or disaggregators, usu- A reasonably uniform distribution of free moisture in
ally modified soil mixers, are not well suited for high- processed snow can be obtained by applying steam
strength snow pavement construction because of their during disaggregation with a rotary tiller. During pro-
limited cutting depth (usually less than 0.5 m). cessing of snow having an initial density of 0.3 g cm-3 at

a temperature of -23°C, 1 cm 3 of condensate in steam
Application of heat applied at a pressure of 7 kg cm - 2 creates 8 cm 3 of water.

The snow pavement surface strength can be increased At a forward speed of I km hr' andacutting depth of 30
by introducing free moisture into the snow, which results cm, the moisture content in the processed snow would be
in an increase not only in density but also in bonding, 15% or less, depending on the efficiency of injecting
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Figure 69. ERDL beat-equipped T-5 Snowpacker.

Figure 70. Water penetration fr-om Iu'at-processed snow layver into base laYer.
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steam into the snow. For a 1.2-m-wide cut, the required km x 30-m runway area (Table 4). The rate of energy
amount of water would be approximately 2000 L hr -1 , output is approximately 5 x 10 kcal hr- 5, which is more
which would need almost 150 L hr- I of fuel to produce than three times higher than that for the steam applica-
the necessary energy rate of almost 1.5 x 106 kcal hr- . tion method.

Increasing the surface strength characteristics of a Inspection of the profile of a 1-m-thick snow pave-
processed snow runway 1 km long and 30 m wide by ment, which had been constructed by dry-processing
applying steam as discussed above would require 3,600 with a Peter miller and 4 days later heat-processing with
L of fuel to produce 49,000 L of water required for the the T-5 snowpacker to a depth of 12 cm, revealed that the
steam. The fuel requirements fora 6-m-wide road would heat applied had produced an unnecessarily high amount
be 720 L km-1 to produce the required 9,800 L of water of free water (Wuori 1963a). Most of the water had
per kilometer of road (Table 4). drained out of the heat-processed layer; some of the

The application of hot air from open-flame burners water had accumulated on top of the hardened dry-
during snow processing has been tested with a variety of processed snow, and some had percolated into it, form-
models developed by the U.S. Army Engineer Research ing ice roots (Fig. 70). Obviously a considerable amount
and Development Laboratories (Beigbeder 1951, 1952, of heat had been wasted.
1958). This method of heat processing (a row of burners The 12-cm-thick heat-processed surface layer on top
mated with a pulvimixer) was used to reinforce the of a dry-processed base and compacted with a pneu-
surface of pulvimixer-dry-processed snow runway matic-tire roller resulted in a snow pavement capable of
pavements in Greenland during the 1950s, and a more supporting heavy aircraft wheel loads. One week after
advanced model (Snowpacker T-5) was tested on top of construction, the unconfined compressive strength of
aPeter-miller-processedsnowbase(Wuori 1963a, 1963b). the surface layer was approximately 15.5 kg cm - 2 (220

A variety of mechanical and operational problems lb in- 2). This type of pavement would be capable of
hampered the performance of all of the heat-equipped supporting a KC- 135 (or Boeing 707) aircraft.
pulvimixers (models T- I through T-5). The fuel con- The USSR has developed a thermo-vibrating snow
sumption was extremely high. For the construction of a compactor(STM-2), which is a tractor-drawn pulvimixer
60-m-wide, 3000-m-long snow runway in Greenland, equipped with a hot air fan and a vibratory compactor
approximately 75,000 L of fuel was used by the engines (Fig. 7 1) (Volkova 1979). The unit uses 250 L of fuel per
andbumersoftheheat-equippedpulvimixers,plus 26,500 hour, the forward speed is 1.5 km hr-1 , and the width of
L of fuel used by the towing tractors. Some areas cut is 2.8 m. A I-km x 30-m runway strip would there-
received two passes of heat processing, which may fore require approximately 2000 L of fuel (Table 4). A
explain the 12,500 L per 30,000 m2 fuel consumption 5.5-m-wide road would require approximately 340 L of
rate (refer to the l-km x 30-m runway area used for fuel per kilometer.
comparison purposes in Table 4). Water is ordinarily applied after the snow pavement

The T-5 snowpacker (Fig. 69) used 600 L of fuel per has been compacted and leveled. The water usually
hr. At a forward speed of I km hr - I and a 2-m-wide cut, penetrates only 10-20 cm, resulting in an ice-snow
the T-5 would require 9000 L of fuel to heat-process a I - pavement surface. This procedure for increasing the

~Blower

Vibratory
Heat Mixing Compactor

Drum

Figure 71. Soviet thernio-vibrating snow compactor (Volkova 1979).
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strength of a snow pavement requires large quantities of wateroften available, it may not be practical at the South
water. For satisfactory results. 2.5 cm of water is re- Pole, for example.
quired (Adam 1978b. Wuori 1963b). Therefore. fora I-
km x 30-m runway strip, 750,000 L of water would be Leveling equiplment
required. To estimate the corresponding fuel require- Since a snow pavement surface should be leveled
ments, it can be assumed that I L of fuel is needed to immediately after processing while the snow is still
produce 20 L of water by melting snow (Rand 1982). relatively cohesionless and the compaction should be
Unless a source of water, such as a lake or river, is done as soon as possible after leveling, it is important
available nearby, the fuel requirement for the runway that the leveling operation not be unduly time consum-
strip would be 37,500 L (Table 4). For a 2.5-cm water ing. To complete the leveling as efficiently as possible
applicationa6-m-wide road would require 150,00OLof and to obtain a surface suitable for aircraft operations.
water and 7.500 L of fuel per kilometer. long-base leveling equipment is required for snow run-

The logistics requirements for water application are way construction and is very desirable for snow road
significantly higher than those for other types of heat leveling as well.
application methods. The procedure is also complicated A modified field planer (Gurries. model GP-50),
by the difficulty of keeping the water supply pipes and originally designed for leveling the base course surfaces
nozzles on the spraying equipment from freezing, with of roads and airfields to a high degree of accuracy, has
the degree of difficulty increasing with decreasing tem- been used with very good results on experimental snow
perature. While this procedure may frequently be suit- pavements (Wuori 1963c). The ski-equipped planer
ableforreinforcingsnowpavementsinAlaskaorCanada. (Fig. 72) has an effective planing length of 15 m. The
where temperatures are less extreme and sources of cutting depth of the 3.6-m-wide, 3-m 3-capacity bowl is

Figure 73. Snow plater in action.
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automatically controlled by the rear ski through a hy- The planercan be towed bythe processing unit (a rotary
draulic actuator valve, which, in turn, controls the hy- plow);however, duringteststhelevelingwasusuallymore
draulic cylinders attached to the bowl skis. The actuator successful if the planer was towed by a bulldozer, with the
valve can be adjusted manually to set the depth of cut rough leveling being done by the bulldozer blade. The
relative to the bottom of the rear ski. Since the planing planer (before the modifications shown in Figure 72) is
action is automatic, no operator is required, except for shown in action in Figures 73 and 74.
resetting of the actuator valve if there is a need to change Two major modifications to the planer would be re-
the cutting depth. The operator can also manually adjust quired to further improve the leveling operation: a larger
the cross slope of the blade.

Figure 74. Snowplaner,
rear \'iew.

Figure 75. Gurries automatic
snow planer (GARB-44).
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bowl capacity and a reversible screw-type distributor in - A larger bowl (7.6 m3);

the bowl tokeepthesnow moreevenly spreadinthe bowl. • A reversible conveyor screw in the bowl;

A more advanced version of this type of planer, the - The ability to control the depth of cut using either

Gurries Automatic Road Builder (model GARB-44) the rear ski (Fig. 76) or the left or right tracer ski

modified for operation on snow (Fig. 75), has been tested (Fig. 77), so that the cut can be referenced from the

in Michigan and usedforrunway construction inGreenland adjacent, previously leveled area; this feature is

and Antarctica (Abele 1968). especially convenient for runway leveling;
TheGARB operates onthe same principle asthe planer * The ability to set and maintain the cross slope of the

(GP-50), but it has the following additional features: cut automatically;

Figure 76. Long-wheelbase
leveling method (GARB-44).

Figure 77. Side-tracer-ski
leveling method(GARB-44).
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• A cab for the operator; and because it was structurally inadequate to withstand
* Wide skis, which cover the entire leveling width. stresses imposed by the 5-m-long blade with a full load.
This leveleris well suited forthe final grading of large Both snow planes were towed by D-4 tractors.

areas, such as runways, where the pavement must be A towed, leaning-wheel, hand-operated road grader
leveled accurately. In the tests the leveler was towed (Fig. 80) was used in Greenland on compacted snow
with a tractor, usually at a speed of 3-4 km hr- 1. runways (Moser 1961, Wuori 1959). This type of grader

The major problem experienced in Antarctica was the could produce a more level surface than a bulldozer, but
sensitivity of the hydraulic system totemperature changes the results were not nearly as satisfactory as those of the
and to the type of hydraulic fluid used, which at times NCEL snow planes or the Gurries planers. It was not
reduced the performance and therefore the quality of the suitable for rough leveling because of the low-volume-
leveled surface. (The finished surface had low-frequency capacity blade and the difficulty of controlling the blade
undulations because the hydraulic system controlling with manual controls (Wuori 1960).
the cutting depth produced slow, delayed overreactions Leveling of winter snow roads is usually accomplished
to minute imperfections sensed by the tracer ski.) This with bulldozers and drags; occasionally road graders are
problem was not experienced during the previous tests in used (Adam 1978b). For permanent snow road construction
Michigan and Greenland, when the proper hydraulic and maintenance in Antarctica, the NCEL 12-m or 24-m
fluid was available. snow planes were used (Barthelemy 1975a, NCEL 1972a).

The use of the GARB can bejustified only where very
great accuracy of the surface is required and when the Compaction rollers
shipment of this type of equipment (with a gross weight Corrugated and smooth steel rollers are most com-
of almost 20 metric tons) does not place an undue burden monly used for snow pavement compaction. A 1.2-m-
on the overall logistics capabilities. Ordinarily a suffi- diameter corrugated roller (Wuori 1959, 1962a), used on
ciently smooth snow pavement surface can be produced a snow runway in Greenland, is shown in Figure 81. A 2.4-
with less costly equipment. m-diameter smooth roller, used for most of the snow road

NCEL has developed long-base, hydraulically oper- and runway construction projects in Antarctica (Camm
ated, manually controlled snow planes; the first model 1961), is shown in Figure 82. Occasionally, heavy 3-m-
was 12 m long, and a later model was 24 m long (Fig. 78 diameter rollers have been used (Freberg 1952). Figure 83
and 79) (Moser 1961, NCEL 1974a). The 24-m model shows a 10-ton, 3-m-diameter, segmented U.S. Navy roller,
was designed specifically for fine leveling of runways in consisting of four 61-cm-wide, individually suspended
Antarctica. Although it performed satisfactorily as a units (Gerdel and Diamond 1954).
finishing planer, it could not be used for rough grading

Figure 79. NCEL 80-ft snow plane. (Official photograph, U.S. Navy.)
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Figure 80. Leaning- wheel grader.

Figure 81. D-8 LGP tractor ill, corrugated roller.

Figure 82. NCEL 8-fi-dianwier smnooth roller. (Official photograph. U.S. Navy.)
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Figure 83. U.S. Navy lO-ft-diameter segmented roller.

/

Figure 84. Sheepsfoot roller.

The standard sheepsfoot roller (Fig. 84) produces a type of high-pressure roller should be used only after the
waffle-type snow surface (Fig. 85)and is notas suitable for snow pavement surface has been previously compacted
snow compaction as other types of rollers (Wuori 1959, and sufficiently hardened to prevent the tires from sinking
1960, 1963b). A 13-wheel pneumatic-tired roller(Fig. 86) more than I or 2 cm. The towing equipment should be a
is very effective for surface hardening after compaction low-ground-pressure wheeled vehicle.
with steel rollers (Camm 196 1). The carriage platform can The effectiveness of compaction is increased with
be loaded to produce tirecontact pressuresof3 kgcm- 2 and multiple passes of a roller. With each successive pass, the
more (Barthelemy 1975a, NCEL 1972a). However, this sinkage of the roller decreases. thus decreasing its ground
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Figure 85. Snow surface after sheepsfoot roller compaction.

LlIA

Figure 86. NCEL 13-wheel roller. (Official photograph. U.S. Navy.)

contact area and therefore increasing its coniact pressure. size (assuming a constant pressure over the roller-snow
That is, the pressure produced on the snow surface by the contact area).
roller is automatically increased with each pass. The During tests of this particular roller (Fig. 82), snow
pressure can be increased further by adding weight to the density and rammsonde hardness data were obtained and
roller. compared with the roller sinkage data (Camm 1961).

Forexample, Figure 87 shows the pressure-vs-sinkage The sinkage vs density and ram hardness relationships
relationship for a 2.4-m-diameter, 2.4-m-long, 4650-kg are shown in Figures 88 and 89, respectively. Both
roller. Forsmall sinkages (relative to roller diameter), the illustrate the extent of the roller sinkage in snow for
pressure p varies as the reciprocal of the square root of particular density and hardness characteristics.
sinkage It is important that the multiple passes with a roller be

done as quickly as possible (within a few hours after
p u: - 0.5 (12) processing) to achieve the maximum benefit before the

sintering process has progressed too far.
where the constant a is a function of the roller weight and
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Figure 87. Pressure vs sinkage of an 8-ft-diameter, S-ton roller. (Data from Cantm 1961.)
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Figure 90. Vibratory com-
pactors on a grader chassis.

Figure 91. Small vibratory
compactor.

Vibratory compactors 1959). Two passes with the compactor, within a few
Plate-type compactors are effective for increasing the hours after processing, produced slightly better results

densityof newly processed snow. Figure 90 shows a row than one pass, but three passes resulted in only negligible
of five small, electrically operated Jackson vibratory furtherdensification. Changes in the vibration frequency
compactors. with a frequency range of 2000-4000 cpm, between 2000 and 4000 cpm did not appreciably influ-
installed on a ski-equipped road grader. ence the resulting density, the 4000-cpm frequency

During tests it was observed that if the processed being slightly less effective than either the 2000- or
snow (density = 0.50 g cm - 3, T = 70C) was compacted 3000-cpm frequencies (Wuori 1960).
immediately, the mean snow density in the top 30 cm A similar light, towed vibratory compactor is shown
wasincreasedtoO.57gcm- 3.Compactiononehourafter in Figure 91. Because of its low contact pressure (ap-
processing increased the mean density to 0.53 g cm - 3. proximately 0.03 kg cm- 2), the compaction was limited
Vibratory compaction 24 hours after processing had no to the surface 20-30 cm.
beneficial effect, except at the very surface (Wuori Figure 92 shows a larger, 1500-kg vibratory compac-
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Weight 3300 lb
Length (tot.) 110 in.
Width 78 in.

Engine14 hp 'Wisconsin"t

Frequency 2000 vpm
Amplitude 0'.075 in.

_______ Contact2
40" 20, pres sure Z p

Figur' 92. 1 ibrator~ compact~or lowied bY Peter mniller.
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Figure 93. Effect of vibration on snow density or hardness (Wuori 1965).

tor, Vibro-Plus CS-40, with a frequency of 2000 cpm and
a contact pressure of 0.14 kg cm - 2, being towed by the snowproperty after
Petermiller. When used inthis manner, thecompactorwas n compaction passes _ or (13)
effective for increasing the snow density from 0.5 g cm -3  snow property io Rn
to almost 0.6 g cm- 3 in the top 10 cm and to 0.56 g cm - 3  before compaction
at the 50-cm depth (Wuodi 1965). The forward speed of the
Peter miller was approximately 10 m min- 1. The effec- vs the number of vibratory compaction passes. It is
tiveness of compaction did not vary significantly when possible that the vibratory action causes some favorable
towed by a tractor at speeds of 9-40 m min-. rearranging of the snow grains and better grain-to-grain

During tests with the CS-40 model vibratory compac- contact, thus producing a snow grain matrix that is more
tor, it was observed that the increase in the mean density conducive to the age-hardening process not fully repre-
of processed snow for the 0- to 70-cm depth was not very sented by the density of the snow mass. The effective-
significant after more than one pass (Wuori 1965). The ness of vibratory compaction of processed snow is
mean density of 0.557 g cm- 3 after one pass was in- illustrated in Figure 94.
creased to0.587 gcm- 3afterfoiirpasses. However, when Although densification was achieved to a greater
rammsonde hardness measurements were made after I I depth when the snow was compacted immediately after
days, the increase in hardness with increasing numberof processing, the compaction of the top 10-20 cm was
compaction passes (up to four passes) was much more more effective when done four hours after processing
significant than that implied by the density data. Figure (Fig. 95). Consequently the results are best if vibratory
93 illustrates the results when the density and hardness compaction is done immediately after processing and
data are plotted as a ratio of again a few hours later. Vibratory compaction a day later
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Figure 94. Effect of vibratory compaction of snow (Wuori 1965).
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Figure 95. Effect of vibratory compaction immediately and 4 hours after processing (Wuori 1965).

may affect only the top few centimeters of the snow hydraulic power pack installed on the drag. The tandem
pavement, drag and compactor arrangement was towed by a tractor.

A plate or shoe-type vibratory compactor, developed The best results were obtained at a vibration frequency
by NCEL (Moserand Gifford 1962b), is shown in Figure between 600 and 700 cpm at a forward speed of 24 m
96. The frequency capability of this unit was from 380 to min-1.A higher forward speed resulted in a rippled
1000cpm, andthe ground pressure was 0.1 4kgcm- 2.The surface. The compaction effectiveness extended to a
compactor was attached behind a finishing drag with the depth of 40 cm.
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Figure 96. NCEL shoe-type vibratoiy compactor.

A rolling-type vibratory compactor, developed by A smaller, rolling-type vibratory compactor, used
NCEL (Moser and Gifford 1962b), is shown in Figure during snow pavement construction tests in Upper
97. The total weight of the unit, including the power Michigan, is shown in Figure 98.
package, was 3700 kg. The vibrating frequency of the Generally, rolling-type vibratory compactors are not
1.3-m-diameter, 1.8-m-long steel roller could be varied as suitable as flat vibratory compactors. Because of their
from i 290to 2320cpm by changing the engine speed. The relatively high ground pressure, roller sinkage is exces-
best results were obtained at a travel speed of approxi- sive if used soon after processing and leveling (when
mately 100 m min-I and a vibrating frequency of 2000 compaction of the still unbonded snow is most benefi-
cpmattemperaturesof-1 0 *to-15*C.Whenusedwithin cial). When used after considerable hardening of the
2 days after processing and leveling, the compaction ef- snow has occurred, the vibratory rollersinkage is conse-
fectiveness extended to approximately 30 cm, the most sig- quently decreased, but so is the vibratory compaction
nificant strength increase beingat the 10-to2O-cm depth. effectiveness.
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Figure 97. NCEL vibratoiy roller. (Official photogr-aph, U.S. Nary.)

Figure 98. Small rolling-type ibratory compactor.
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Figure 99. Effect of vibratoiy and tractor track compaction (Wuori 1965).

Figure 100. NCEL snow leveling
- "-- - drag. (Official photograph, U.S.
. ...- Naiy)

In the USSR STM-2 snow processor (Fig. 71), a specializedcompactionequipmenttowedbythetractors
shoe-type vibratory compactor is incorporated into the (Wuori 1960,1963a, 1963b). The 137-cm-wide tracks of
processing unit so that the compaction is accomplished a low-ground-pressure (LGP) D-8 tractor and the 35
immediately after the heat-processing. metric-ton gross weight, combined with the vibration

caused by the bogie wheels passing over the track pads,
Tractor tracks increased the surface hardness and extended the

During various snow pavement construction tests, it compactive action deeper than other compaction equip-
was observed that the tracks of heavy tractors (D-6 to D- ment (Fig. 99).
8) were frequently more effective compactors than the
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Figure 101. NCEL snowfinishing drag.

• I

Figure 102. Three-gang tow arrangenent offinishing drags.

Drags For final finishing of a snow pavement surface, a
After processing, leveling and compaction, the snow smooth, curved-bottom metal drag is used (Fig. 101).

pavementsurfaceisseldomsuitableforwheeledvehicle For runway pavement finishing, a three-gang tow
trafficoraircraft operations and requires somedegree of arrangement, as shown in Figure 102, can be used. The
finishing to obtain a smooth surface. A metal-faced characteristics of the finishing drag, used by NCEL, are
woodendrag(Fig. 100and 56) is suitable forshaving off shown in Figure 103 (Camm 1960). Improvised drags,
surface irregularities. This type of drag is also used for such as the one shown in Figure 57, could be used as
snow pavement maintenance to level off drifts and finishing drags.
uneven snow accumulation.
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62.25 in.

Figure 103. Characteristics of snow finishing drag.

I1

Figure 104. Finishing drag towed by tractor. (Official photograph, U.S. Navy.)

Ordinarily it is preferable to tow the finishing drags The addition of sawdust to the surface layer of a snow
withawheeledvehicleifthenecessarydrawbarpullcanbe pavement was investigated during the construction of
generated by the vehicle and if the snow has hardened snow runway test strips in Upper Michigan. The mixing of
sufficiently to permit wheeled traffic. However, since it is the top 16 cm of a I-day-old processed snow pavement
more beneficial to accomplish the surface finishing soon with 8% (by volume) of sawdust, using a pulvimixer and
after leveling and compaction, low-ground-pressure trac- then a vibratory compactor, resulted in a 10-20% higher
tors are required to tow the finishing drags (Fig. 104). strength (after 2 weeks) than that in the control section,

which was processed and compacted without sawdust
Additives (Fig. 106).

The strength of compacted snow can be increased by Better results can be obtained if the 10- to 15-cm-
adding sawdust or wood pulp (Abele 1963c, Perutz thick surface snow layer is mixed with a sawdust-water
1948). Figure 105 shows the increase in the modulus of slurry. This method was used to construct a small pave-
rupture of a snow and wood pulp mixture at -1 70C as a ment test section in Greenland. A mixture of 80%
function of the percentage of wood pulp. processed snow, 10% sawdust and 10% water (percent-
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Figure 107. NCEL snowplow
sidecasting snow for an elevated
road. (Official photograph, U.S.
Navy.)

ages by volume) produced a very strong, high-density will have sawdust 1 cm thick mixed with the top 10-cm
(0.78 g cm- 3), low-skid wearing surface (Abele 1963c). processed and compacted snow layer (10% by volume)

More recently tests on sawdust-snow mixtures were would require amount 300 m3 of sawdust, or between 50
conducted in Antarctica (Lee et al. 1988, Wuori and Lee and 75 tons (depending on the sawdust density). A I-km-
1988). Test results showed an increase in strength in the long. 6-m-wide road would require 60 m3 km - 1. or be-
pavement test sections where sawdust, 5-10% by vol- tween 10 and 15 tons km-1 .
ume, had been added to the snow.

Sawdust can also be used as an effective cover on Construction procedures
snow pavements. NCEL constructed a compacted snow Proper construction procedures are important in snow
parking lot for the 1960 Olympic Winter Games at road and airstrip development to use or implement
Squaw Valley, California (Dykins et al. 1958, Coffin techniques that will optimize snow strengthening factors
1959, Moser 1962). A 1-cm-thick layer of sawdust and extend road or runway life.
spread on top of the snow pavement surface provided In either a perennial snowfield or an annual seasonal
good traction for cars and, by insulating the snow pave- snow area, snow drifting and accumulation may be a
ment from direct solar radiation, ieduced the rate of problem. It will be of much value to elevate the pro-
ablation during warm periods and helped to extend the cessed surface so that subsequent snow removal will be
useful life of the parking lot. reduced. Figures 107 and 108 illustrate procedures for

To protect the snow pavement surface, other materials elevating a roadbed or runway by casting snow from a
have been investigated (Stehle 1964, 1966), particularly borrow pit area on each side. Figure 109 illustrates the
urethane foams (Goodyear Aerospace Corp. 1964, 1965). finished elevated surface, which has a depressed area on
Although various surface protection materials and addi- each side to serve as a snow trap. Careful sloping of the
tives have shown promise during small-scale tests, the roadbed sides will minimize snow drifting or accumula-
problems with required application techniques and the tion on the surface. Figure 110 shows another typical
effortandadditional logistics burden involved in full-scale cross section of an elevated snow runway, illustrating
snow road and runway construction usually outweigh the the procedure used by the U.S. Navy in Antarctica, when
benefits. Also, there is the continuous problem of new the pulvimixer is used as the snow processor (Moser
snowfall covering the pavement surface, minimizing the 1964a).
benefits of a specially prepared protective surfacecoveror The continuity of the construction procedure, par-
the usefulness of an additive-reinforced snow surface layer. ticularly the importance of the minimum possible time

The following examples illustrate the logistics bur- between snow processing and compaction, has been
den of providing a minimal sawdust reinforcement for a discussed previously. As an example, Figure I II com-
snow pavement. A I -km-long, 30-m-wide runway that pares the age-hardening curves of processed snow com-
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pacted withavibratory compactor immediately afterand Figure 112 and Table 5 show various sequences of
I and 4 hours after processing. The construction of full- operations used by the U.S. Navy (Reese 1955, Moser
size, high-strength snow runways requires careful coor- 1962). Table 6 illustrates the construction time estimate
dination between the various operations and the equip- for a small (3000- x 100-ft) runway, using a Peter plow
ment used, primarily because of the width of pavement snow processor.
required. The coordination and timing of operations are The previous discussion on operation and mainte-
less complex for constructing a long, narrow pavement nance of expedient snow pavements also applies to high-
(snow road) than those required for a relatively short but strength pavements.
wide pavement (runway).

Table 5. U.S. Navy snow pavement construction procedures. (After Reese 1955.)

Technique Process Treatment

Precompaction Compressive compaction 2 passes with compaction roller
preparations Wait 12-24 hours

Leveling 2-3 passes with snow plane
Compressive compaction 2 passes with compaction roller
Wait 12-24 hours in below-freezing air temperatures

before further treatment

Depth-processing Mixing 3 passes with snow mixer with not over 1-2 hours
between passes

Leveling I pass with snow-leveling drag to remove windrows
Compressive compaction 3 passes with compacting roller
Wait 3 days minimum in below-freezing air temperatures

before further treatment

Double Primary As described under depth-processing
depth-processing Wait 3 days minimum before further treatment

Secondary Reprocess as described under depth-processing
Wait 8 days minimum before further treatment

Surface-hardening Rolling 2 passes with surface-hardening roller
Finishing 2 passes with snow-finishing drag
Wait 20-24 hours in below-freezing air temperatures

before use

Layered compaction Precompaction preparation As described above
Double depth-processing As described above
Wait 8 days in blow-freezing air tempei atures before

further treatment
Fill Place a 2-ft cover of new snow over first compacted

layer
Precompaction preparation Level and roll new snow cover as described above
Double depth-processing As described above
Wail 8 days in beinw-freezing air temperatures before

furher treatment
Fill Place a 2-ft cover of new snow over second compacted

layer
Precompaction preparation Level and roll new snow cover as described above
Double depl#-processing As described above
Wait 8 days in below-freezing air temperatures before

further treatment
Surface hardening Finish third layer of compacted snow as described above
Wail 20-24 hours in below-freezing air temperatures before use
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Table 6. Construction time estimate for a 3000- x 100-ft runway.

For initial calculations, assume:
Runway length 3000 ft
Runway width 100 ft
Effective processing width per pass (disaggregating,

leveling, compacting) to permit sufficient overlap 5 ft
Construction equipment speed 250 ft/min
Two bulldozers available: one for disaggregating,

one for leveling and compacting
Realistic length of work day 5 hr

Cumulative time
Disaggregating: 3000 ft at 250 ft/min = 12 min/pass; use

15 min/pass including turnaround time; 100-ft width
at 5 ft/pass = 20 passes 5 hr

Leveling and compacting: begin after the first few disaggregation
passes; complete 2 hr after completion of disaggregation 7 hr

Final grading: Complete 2 hr after completion of leveling and
compaction 9 hr

Miscellaneous: preparations, engine startup, etc. 10 hr

Safety factor of 2 20 hr or 4 days

Initial site preparation (2 days) 6 days

SNOW PAVEMENT sity and ram hardness profiles, respectively, resulting
EVALUATION from various processing and compaction methods.
AND DESIGN CRITERIA Test rigs that are capable of simulating actual aircraft

wheel loads have been used for traffic tests on snow
The strength of a snow pavement must be carefully pavements (Fig. 118 and 119). Ram hardness profiles

evaluated to determine its bearing capacity in terms of were obtained at failure and non-failure areas forvarious
wheel loads. This evaluation should begin a few days aircraft tire, wheel load, contact pressure and traffic
after processing and continue throughout the snow- repetition conditions. The snow hardness data were
hardening period, correlated with the aircraft wheel traffic test results to

The most convenient implement for evaluating snow establish the required strength properties ot snow pave-
pavements is the Rammsonde cone penetrometer. It is ments for aircraft operations. An example of a pavement
easily used by one person, and a large number of hard- surface failure is shown in Figures 120 and 12 1.
ness strength profiles can be made in a relatively short Actual aircraft tests, primarily with a C- 130 with the
time. which enables a determination of snow pavement skis retracted (Fig. 122), have been performed in Antarc-
strength uniformity as well. For example. Figure 113 tica to verify the required ram hardness strength criteria.
shows ram profiles of processed snow pavements at Figure 123 shows a C-124 aircraft on a processed snow
various degrees of compaction with bulldozer tracks. runway in Greenland.
Figure 114 shows profiles of a snow pavement at pro- A test rig with a high wheel loadcapacity is,of course.
gressively longer hardening times after processing and the most reliable method forevaluating the snow runway
compaction (Abele 1968). Figure 115 illustrates theage- strength characteristics. However, rarely would such a
hardening process of a snow pavement (at the 15-cm rig be available, and the evaluation of a snow pavement
depth) that was compacted with an LGP D-8 tractor would ordinarily have to depend on a simple manual
(Wuori 1963a). Figures 116 and 117 show typical den- device, such as the Rammsonde cone penetrometer.
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Figure 117. Typi-'Il ram hardness profiles resulting from various compaction methods.

Figure 124 illustrates the type of ram hardness pro- This illustrates one of the principal problems in con-
files that can be achieved with a variety of snow stabili- structing a suitable snow pavement for wheel loads with
zation methods and the corresponding wheel loads and high contact pressures. While the required snow strength
contact pressures that can be supported by such snow below 20 or 30 cm can be easily obtained with ordinary
pavements, processing and compaction methods, the necessary sur-

Idealized hardness or strength profiles required for a face strength (ram hardness above 1000) foraircraft such
snow pavement to permit operations of various types of as KC- 135, C-5A and C- 141 (contact pressures in the 9-
aircraft are shown in Figure 125. Usually, the highest to I I-kg cm- 2 or 130- to 150-psi range) requires exten-
strength in a processed snow pavement is achieved at sive surface-hardening procedures, such as the applica-
some distance below the surface (15-30 cm), while tion of heat or water and high-pressure compaction.
ideally the maximum strength is required at the surface.
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Figur e 118. Test , igfoi simulating aircraft wheel loads (CRREL).

Figure 119. Test rig for simulatig aurcraft wheel loads (NCEL). (Official
photograph, U.S. Navy.)
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Figure 120. Sutfacefailure produced with a simulated aircraft wheel load. (Official
photograph, U.S. Navy.)

us .. .. . . I

Figure 121/. Typical siface failure areas on a snow run waY. (Official photograph,
U.S. Navy.)
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Figure 122. C-130F aircraft after a wiheeled landing on a snowt runivayl at
McMurdo. (Official photograph. U.S. NavY.)

Figure 123. C-124 aircraft on snowi runiway, in Greenland.
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Figure 125. Required snow hardness or strength profiles for support of various aircraft.

The nomograph in Figure 126 permits an estimate of In the nomograph (Fig. 126). the required strength
the snow pavement surface strength required for any tire properties are also shown in terms of unconfined corn-
contact pressure and wb.-el load combination. Starting pressive strength and CBR, on scales adjacent to the ram
from the scale at the lef. which shows the mean contact hardness scale. Also shown are examples of how the
pressure (usually approximately equivalent to the tire required strength is determined for various aircraft. The
inflation pressure), a line is drawn through the appropri- load characteristics of the aircraft with the corresponding
ate wheel load (single wheel) on the next scale to the snow pavement strength requirements, obtained from
pivot line. From this point, the line is continued through the nomograph, are shown in Table 7.
the scaleshowingthenumberofwheelcoverages, which The effect of the tire contact area on the required
represents not only the aircraft wheel arrangement (n = strength profile is illustrated by the curves for the C- 130
2 for tandem wheels; for a C-5A aircraft n = 4), but also and KC- 135 aircraft in Figure 125. The C- 130, having a
acase where the pavement surface is subjected to repeti- much larger tire contact area than the KC- 135, requires
tivewheelpassesinquicksuccessionoverthesamespot. a thicker surface layer, resulting in a required strength
(Ordinarily this is not the case on runways, but it can profile that diminishes at a lower rate than that for the
occur on roads because of channelized traffic). KC- 135. But because of the much higher contact pres-

Theintersectionofthelinewiththeramhardnessscale sure, the KC-135 requires a much stronger, although
indicates the hardness required in the snow pavement thinner, surface layer; thus, the two profiles intersect at
surface layer, the mickness of which is r, the equivalent a depth of 35 cm.
circular contact area radius. That is, a tire with a larger Technical data in the Soviet literature related to snow
contactarearequireathickersurfacelayerthanatirewith pavement characteristics are usually confined to snow
a smaller contact area, due to the pressure bulb effect. density data. Occasionally values are given in units of
Ordinarily the value of r for aircraft tires is less than 30 cm strength (kg cm - 2or pascals), but it is not clear how these
(12 in.); therefore, for practical purposes, the required values were obtained. It has been difficult, therefore, to
snow strengthobtained from the nomograph pertainstothe evaluate the strength properties of Soviet runways in
strength required in the"top foot"of the pavement strength Antarctica or to compare the results of their current
profile. The strength required at any depth below the construction methods with those of others. With very
surface layercan be assumed to be in accordance with the few exceptions (Fig. 71), illustrations of Soviet snow
Boussinesq stress distribution curve (Fig. 45). runway construction equipment are not available.
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Table 7. Aircraft wheel load characteristics and required snow pavement strength.

Aircraft specifications
Gross Wheel Tire contact Tire Required sirength characteristics

Aircraft and weight load area pressure for top 12 in. of snow pavenent
type of gear n* (Ib) (lb) (in2) (psi) R a (psi) CBR

C-47 i 25,000 11,800 238 45 250 105 20
(single)

C- 124 I 194,500 38,600 78 400 135 25
(dual)

C- 130 2 135,000 28.500 405 70 500 150 28
(single tandem)

KC- 135 2 250,000 33,500 250 134 >1000 220 42
(dual tandem)

C-5A 4 732,500 26,000 190 150 >>1000 250 45

C-141 2 318,000 40.000 150 >>1000 250 47
(dual tandem)

IL-18 2 134,600 15,000 114 750 185 35
(USSR; dual tandem)

* n = number of wheel coverages on same area

FEASIBILITY OF CONSTRUCTING ing period after construction may be required before C-
A HIGH-STRENGTH SNOW RUNWAY 141 aircraft operations could be considered. That is, if
AT THE SOUTH POLE the construction of the runway can be successfully

completed during one season, the hardening process
During recent years, serious consideration has been may require a full season to progress to a stage where the

given toexpanding the use of heavy aircraft in Antarctica snow strength approaches that required for C- 141 air-
to improve logistics and supply activities between craft.
McMurdo, where ice runways are used for C-! 41 opera- The addition of water during snow processing has not
tions, and the South Pole Station. Current air operations been very successful, even at temperatures higher than
beyond McMurdo are limited to ski-equipped C- 130 or those at the Pole. It has been extremely difficult to
smaller aircraft. The construction of a snow runway at achieve a uniform snow-water mixture and therefore a
the Pole, capable of supporting C- 141 aircraft in a homogeneous pavement. At temperatures comparable
maximum gross load condition, may not be impossible, to those at the South Pole, this problem is further com-
but would be extremely difficult because of the low plicated by the difficulty of keeping water in a liquid
temperatures during construction. form during application.

Snow pavements requiring strength characteristics The application of heat directly to the snow during
above a rammsonde hardness of 1000 (or unconfined milling is somewhat less troublesome, but maintaining
compressive strength above 200 psi or CBR values quality control to achieve a homogeneous pavement has
approaching 40) are difficult to produce with practical been difficult. Mechanical problems with the heat appli-
construction methods. This can be achieved with dry- cation equipment have been frequent.
processing techniques (milled or pulvimixed snow, The use of landing mats on a processed snow pave-
compacted with tractor tracks, vibrators and rollers) if ment would provide the required load-bearing capacity
temperatures during construction are in the -120 to - I °C for C- 141 or similar aircraft. The need for close quality
range. As the temperature decreases, particularly below control during preparation of the snow base would be
-I 8°C, the compaction effectiveness decreases, the rate minimized. Accurate leveling of the snow surface would
of age-hardening (or sintering) decreases, and the opera- be important, and proper anchoring of the mats would be
tional problems of equipment increase, critical. The use of mats would, of course, also increase

Because of the low rate of the age-hardening process the logistics requirements quite significantly.
at the South Pole temperature conditions, a I-year wait-
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The two principal characteristics of the C-141 that or use landing mats on top of the dry-processed pave-
determine the required snow strength are the high tire ment.
contact pressure (approximately equal to the tire infla-
tion pressure of 150 psi) and the tandem wheel configu-
ration, requiring the snow pavement design to consider SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
two consecutive stress applications (n =2 in nomograph.
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APPENDIX A: USE OF THE RAMMSONDE CONE PENETROMETER

The Rammsonde instrumenthasbeendescribedearlier RAMMSONDE HARDNESS No.16
and shown in Figures 8 and 9. However, the procedure for
its use and the method for calculating the ram hardness Locati n,'it= LAW 4^.eJ, Test P,,tion._.

values may not be universally known; these are described Surface ,eser. 0.5 C.4, V L-1 S'%., .L

below. Aqe Hord. % 1  4 .S Show T !.S Air -_A .

The Rammsonde is a cone penetrometer consisting of ot b 1A .I%,Ti tiob,.r,r GA,

ahollow, 2-cm-diameteraluminum shaft with a6 0 conical Remarks

tip, a guide rod and a drop hammer. The standard cone has H(Wd-40, NO., , _ .. .. ,o)

a diameter of 4 cm and a height of 3.5 cm; the total length W Wt. of hom.r 0g) H,,ght of foilI (c
4 : No. of tube le t thS n No. of bilow$

of the penetrometer cone element (to the beginning of the a, Wt. of o. tube (kgl 0 • oa*t of Cone

shaft) is 10 cm. The guide rod, inserted into the top of the z z Penetration resultiq from n blows

shaft, guides the drop hammer. W h It I Whit W.,o R

The hammer is raised by hand to a certain height which 4 S 5 46 4 l .6. ,4:J
isreadincentimetersontheguiderod, andthendropped . . I .to _, V sot. G
freely (refer to Fig. 9). The depth of penetration is read 75Z
from the centimeter scale on the shaft. The resistance to
penetration of snow (commonly referred to as hardness) . 1 tO ? 0 *. ,__
can be determined by observing either the amount of ., & t * 140. 17 ..
penetration after each hammer drop or the number of . , 0 __ __. 4.
hammer drops (blows) necessary to obtain a certain pen- .. ' , t 56 __o 184.
etration.lnrelativelyhard, homogeneoussnowitisusually ", -. A AO % so , \.
more convenient todetermine the numberofblows needed 4 t . Z. o ., _.___

to penetrate to some predetermined depth. Recording the SO - . 7 - \ O ,,_,
numberof hammer blows aftereach 5-cm depth increment
is a convenient procedure commonly used. In layered and
new, soft snows the more satisfactory procedure is to
observe the amount of penetration after each hammer
blow.

The standard Rammsonde kit contains two drop ham- -

mers, I and 3 kg in weight. A combination of one of the ORM
hammer weights and some drop height (0-50 cm) usually CRREL20MA35

allows a suitable rate of penetration (between 1 cm per 5
hammer blows and 5 cm per blow) in a great variety of Figure A]. Rammsonde data card.
snows. Of course, the fewer combinations of hammer
weight and drop height used during a series of tests, the where R = ram resistance (kgf)
more convenient the subsequent data reduction. W = weight of drop hammer (kgf)

The ram resistance is computed from the following h = height of drop (cm)
expression (for the standard 60° cone): n = height of drop ( lm wn = number of hammer blows

x = penetration after n blows (cm)
R - WIn + W + Q (Al) Q = weight of penetrometer (kgf).

X
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The ram resistance number R is an arbitrary index that resistance values (obtained by the above equation) for the
indicates the resistance in kilograms offered by snow to the top 10 cm have to be multiplied by correction factors, as
vertical penetration caused by ramming a metal cone of shown below.
given dimensions. The resistance reading at any depth, Correction factors
obtained when the top of the cone is at that depth, repre-
sents the mean resistance through the depth increment Depth (cm) Cone: 300 600
between this and the previous reading. 0-5 4.0

Hardness values obtained with the 30* cone have to be 4.7
multiplied by a factor of 2 (for the 0- to 10-cm depth) or 5-10 1.6
1.56 (for depths below 10 cm) to convert them into the 1.6
standard ram hardness values. (This factor was determined mean: 0-10 2.8 3.0
by empirical, not theoretical, means; Fig. 33.)

Furthermore, because of the conical shape of the pen- Figure A l shows a sample data card that can be used for
etrometer head and the proximity of a free surface, the recording and calculating the ram hardness values.
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